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On Building Technological Leadership 
Leading Avaya, which designs, builds and manages 
communications networks for more than one million 
businesses worldwide, WPI alumnus and trustee Don 
Peterson '71 has a unique understanding of WPI's need to 
keep technologically current and competitive. This insight 
led Peterson to support the donation of networking 
equipment and wiring that enabled the university to 
support gigabit speed for all its individual users. 
"Ir has been rewarding to help WPI create one of the 
most advanced university computer networks in New 
England," Peterson says. "And, by helping WPI offer a 
cutting-edge education, we help enable the university to 
prepare the innovators and leaders that our company 
and our society will need in the years ahead. " 
WPI's network is critical not only to its mission of 
research and education, but also for day-to-day operations, 
• 
• 
aid K. e erso I 
Chairman and CEO: Avaya Inc., Basking Ridge, N .J. 
Gift Arrangement: Corporate Gift-i n-Kind 
a key consideration in the aggressive three-year upgrade of 
the campuswide networking infrastructure. 
"I am fortunate to lead a company that values quality 
education and is willing to invest in the institutions that 
provide tomorrow's technological leaders," Peterson says. 
"Of course, these gifts benefit Avaya as well . We now enjoy 
enhanced visibility on campus. The students who use this 
equipment today may be our customers-or our leaders-
tomorrow." 
The Right Connection: Building a 
Corporate Partnership With WPI 
Do you work for a company that might want to make 
such a "gift-in-kind"-a gift of company-manufactured 
equipment or software-to WPI? Would your company 
be interested in investing in other programs, from research 
to scholarships to outreach programs? WPI's Office of 
Corporate Relations would be happy to work with you and 
your corporation to make gifts and build relationships. 
Relationships between WPI and corporations benefit 
both partners. Companies recruit talent on campus, retrain 
employees with WPI's on- and off-site programs, and 
further research and development using the university's 
students, faculty and facilities . Together with corporations, 
WPI helps build the pipeline of engineering and science 
students, especially women students and students of color. 
The Office of Corporate Relations is ready to help your 
company build a valuable relationship with WPI today . 
If you would like to ioin Don Peterson and the many others who support WPI 
through building partnerships between their employer and the university, please contact 
Denise Rodino, executive director of corporate relations, at 508-831-5607 or drrodino@wpi.edu. 
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Dec. 3 WPI Holiday Concert 
Worcester Alumni Club members gather for a holiday celebration . 
Reception, Higgins House, 6 p.m.; concert, Alden Memorial, 
7:30 p.m. ** 
Dec. 10 Tech Old Timers 
Holiday music performance. Odeum, Campus Center; coffee at 
9 :45 a.m ., meeting at 10:30. Lunch available immediately 
following program. * * 
2004 
Jan. 14 Tech Old Timers 
A Peace Corps experience in Siberia . Odeum, Campus Center; 
coffee at 9 :45 a.m., meeting at 10:30. Lunch available immediately 
following program. * * 
Jan. 14, 21 & 28 Technologies That Are Changing 
Our World · 
Speaker series featuring WPI faculty. Cahners Theatre, Boston 
Museum of Science, Science Park, Boston, 7 to 8:30 p.m., free. 
For more information, 617-589-0419 or www.mos.org/lectures. 
Jan. 17 Second Annual Young Alumni Winter Social 
Owen O'Leary's Restaurant, Framingham, 8 to 11 p.m. 
$1 0 at the door. * 
Feb. 3-4 FORUM 2004: The WPI China Connection 
WPI alumni and friends present workshops on conducting business in 
the Far East. SRI International, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, 
Calif. For information, 508-831-6024 or forum2004@wpi.edu . 
Feb. 4 Greater Boston Alumni Club 
GOLD Council sponsors Alan Glou on "It's Not Who You Know, 
It's Who Knows You ." Westin Hotel, Waltham, Mass., 6 :30 to 
8:30 p.m. $15 . ** 
Feb. 11 Tech Old Timers 
WPI "Down Under" - an Australian experience, as told by three 
students from the Class of 2004. Odeum, Campus Center, coffee at 
· 9:45 a.m., meeting at 10:30 . Lunch available immediately following 
program. ** 
March 1 Florida Social 
Sunshine State alums gather to socialize. The Provence, Naples, 
5 :30 to 8 p.m. 
March 6 Alumni Leadership Council Meeting 
Odeum, Campus Center, 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. * 
March 10 Tech Old Timers 
"A Bird's Eye View of Worcester: A History As Told Through Its 
Buildings," with Elizabeth Bacon, education director for Preservation 
Worcester. Odeum, Campus Center, coffee at 9:45 a.m. , meeting at 
10:30. Lunch available immediately following program. ** 
March 20 Cats Matinee 
Join WPI alumni at a special performance of this classic 
Broadway musical. The Bushnell, Hartford, Conn ., 2 p.m. Orchestra 
seats $42 .7 5 . * 
April 7 Tech Old Timers 
Heifer Project International. Odeum, Campus Center, 
coffee at 9 :45 a.m., meeting at 10:30. Lunch 
available immediately following program. * * 
April 12 Traditions Day 
See the campus by candlelight during the 
Candlewalk, a guided tour led by Student Alumni 
Society members the evening of April 11. April 12 
is a daylong celebration of WPI traditions, 
including history exhibits, Pennant Rush, Cageball 
event, Alma Mater Contest and WPI Jeopardy. 
May 12 Tech Old Timers Ladies Day 
Historic papers signed by the famous and 
infamous. Odeum, Campus Center; coffee at 
9:45 a.m ., meeting at 10:30. Lunch available 
immediately following program . ** 
May 22 Commencement 
June 10-13 Reunion Weekend 
Even if it's not your reunion year, you're invited 
to check out the fun and informative workshops 
offered as part of the Alumni College. * * 
June 28 WPI Alumni Golf Tournament 
Elmcrest Country Club, 105 Somersville Rd ., 
East Longmeadow, Mass. * 
July 24 Resorts of the Rockies 
This trip heralds the resurrection of the Alumni 
Travel Program! Join a 12-day tour of the 
Canadian Rockies, from Banff to Vancouver. 
$2,649 per person, includes round-trip airfare 
from Boston . For further infor-mation, contact 
Rosenlund Travel Service at 
508-791-2337. 
October 1 Canyon Country 
See the best of the West on a nine-day tour, from 
the Grand Canyon and Las Vegas to Monument 
Valley. $1, 949 per person, includes round-trip 
airfare from Boston . For further information, contact 
Rosenlund Travel Service at 508-791 -2337. 
October 8-9 Homecoming 2004 
Football , soccer games, barbecue, rope pull, 
family carnival, and more . * 
* Contact 508-831-5600 or regional-events@wpi .edu . 
* * Contact 508-831-5600 or alumni office@wpi .edu . 
1 2 Information Please: A Search Engine 
With Soul 
Jim Baum '87 is leading a revolution that changes the very way we organize 
and access information online . By Eileen McCluskey 
Special Section: 100 Years of Powered Flight 
1 6 Many Small Steps, One Giant Leap 
An introduction to WPl's role in aviation and a timeline that chronicles 
100 years of innovation . By Michael W. Dorsey 
1 8 What Goes Up Must Come Down 
From Apollo parachutes to pilot ejection systems, Robert Rodier '51 has 
engineered many soft landings . By Arny Spielberg 
22 The Unfriendly Skies 
WPI alumni are helping build costly air-based defense systems that can think, 
see and fight like never before . By Wendy Wolfson 
27 The Next 100 Years 
From spacecraft propulsion to nanosatellites, WPI faculty and students are 
helping shape the next century of aviation. By Eileen McCluskey 
32 Why I Fly 
F-16 pilot Maj . Stacey (Cotton) Bonasso '90 tells us what keeps 
her reaching ever higher. 
On the Cover: Maj . David P. Smith ' 89 stands under the massive 
engine of a C-5 cargo plane. He was a ROTC cadet at WPI and 
he studied aerospace in the Mechanical Engineering Department. 
After graduation he was commissioned in the Air Force and flew 
passenger and cargo planes for 10 years, and later, commercial 
jets for American Airlines . Now a reservist with the 337th at 
Westover Air Force Base in Chicopee, Mass., he recently flew to 
Turkey, Kyrgyzstan, Kuwait and Baghdad on missions to support 
operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom . He lives in 
Worcester with his wife, Morgan, and their three children . 
4/5/6 Campus Buzz 34/35 Alumni Connections 
Marketing campaign milestones; President Parrish to depart. The annual Legacy Lunch strengthens family ties to WPI. 
7 A Few Words 36 Class Notes 
Sheila W idnall, MIT professor of aerodynamics, former 
secretary of the Air Force, and member of the Columbia 
shuttle accident investigation board, on women 's 
changing roles in science and the military. 
48 Time Machine 
Of Hardware and History: Scott Ashton '92 helps pilot 
the New England Air Museum. 
8 Explorations: Costa Rica Calling 
Can we really widen a student's worldview and make the 
world a better place in just 14 weeks? By Carol Cambo 
The University of 
Science and Technology. 
And Life. N 
On the Web www.wpi.edu/+ Transformations 
The conversation doesn 't end here. Be sure to check out the online edition of the 
Fall 2003 Transformations, where you'll find extra features and links related to the 
stories in this issue. While you're online, send us your news, write a letter to the 
editor, or chat with fellow WPI grads in the Alumni Cafe. 
Staff: Director of Communications: Michael W . Dorsey; Editor: Carol Combo; Alumni News Editor : Joan Ki llough-
Mi ller; Design Director : M ichael J. Sherman; Design: re :design pascal; Production Manager: Bonnie McCrea; 
Production Maven: Peggy Isaacson; Department Icons: Art Guy Studios. 
Alumni Communications Committee: Robert C. Labonte '54, chairman; Kimberly A. (Lemoi) Bowers '90, 
James S. Demetry '58 , William J. Firla Jr. '60, William R. Grogan '46 , Amy L. (Plack) Marr '96, 
Roger N . Perry Jr. '45, Harlan B. W il liams '50. 
Transformations (ISSN 1538-5094), formerly the WP/ Journal, is published four times a year in February, 
May, August and November for the WPI Alumni Association by University Marketing. 
Printed in USA by Mercantile/ Image Press. 
Diverse views presented in this magazine do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors or official WPI policies. We welcome letters to the edi tor. Address correspondence to the Editor, 
Transformations, WPI, 100 Institute Road, Worcester, MA 0 1609-2280. Phone: 508-831-6037; Fax : 508-83 1-5820; e-mail : transformations@wpi.edu; Web: www.wpi .edu/ +Transformations. 
Periodical postage paid at Worcester, Mass., and at additional mailing offices. Postmaster: please send address changes to address above . Entire contents © 2003 , Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
Branding Campaign Hits Its Stride 
Congratulations, 
you just made 
your first discovery. 
WP/ is ont of tl stltct number of univtnititi whtrt tot!Ay's 
kllding scimce and technology comp11.nits choost to ruruit. 
EMC. Tetadyne, E.oon·Mobil, GE. Abbott Laboratories. 
They don't come to Worcester Polytedmtc Institute ;ust for our btaudful cam.pus. 
Or fu r a bw-ger and fries at the hisroric Boulttttd Diner. They come bec:awe 
our curriculum combincs theory with practice and coruistcndy produca 
\WU-rounded, ftt:ld·-u:ttcd graduaru who art: prcpucd to make aa 
i.mJ»"ct right away. Dilc:ovcr mon:, including why .a many WPI nudtnta 
go on to 11udy at the countty's most pratigiow pad1&.11e: d.ools. 
Visit us today at www.wpi.ttlu/+info 
If you think you 've been hearing 
more about WPI lately, you ' re 
right . If you tuned in anywhere 
in central New England th is fall, 
you likely caught sight of the 
WPI television commercial. 
And drivers on Institute Road 
are now greeted by sleek new 
campus signs planted on the 
hillsides . These are just two of 
the noticeable benchmarks of 
the university's marketing cam-
paign, now in its second year. 
"Anecdotally, we know there 's a 
growing buzz about WPI ," says 
George Flett, associate vice 
president of marketing . "But 
even better, the numbers prove 
it. For instance, awareness of 
WPI among parents of prospec-
tive students in Hartford and 
New Haven , Conn ., has 
jumped nearly 20 percent. " 
Many of the program's early 
components reach out to parents 
and others who influence students 
currently shopping for colleges . 
In addition to the flight of TV 
commercials that recently ran in 
the Boston, Hartford and New 
Haven markets, WPI launched 
a banner ad on a key national 
college Web site and placed a 
<11111 full-page ad in U.S. News & 
World Report's America 's Best 
Colleges 2004, the most widely 
used college guidebook. These 
ads coincided with WPl's rating 
of No. 55 overall on U.S. 
News' all-important annual list 
of top national universities. "We 
designed the ads to achieve 
greater national awareness by 
focusing on the success of our 
students, with a goal of driving 
readers to our admissions Web 
site," explains Flett. 
T The all-new admissions 
Web site, that is . Tara Myers, 
director of e-marketing at WPI, 
the Web Development Office, 
and members of the Office of 
Admissions worked with the 
internationally acclaimed 
New York-based design firm 
EuroRSCG Circle to revamp 
~. 10113f2003, iroo 
AM-3:00PM 
WD..><U!!WU.llJ.!!U' Mond9y, 1 OI 
20/2003, 1 00 PM-2:00 PM 
l.!l!ll.~~'11!!!l' Tuesdey, 
10121/2003, 7·00PM-9:00PM 
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the university's undergraduate 
admissions portal to be more 
student-friendly. The catch 
phrase "You are different . . . 
and being different allows you 
to make a difference" sets the 
tone for the site and highlights 
how a WPI education allows 
students to make a difference in 
the world. The site now features 
live chats, links to videos of 
WPl 's global project program, 
and plenty of cross-referencing 
so visitors don 't lose access 
to information once they've 
clicked down a particular path . 
Also this past summer, WPl 's 
Venice Project Center became 
a media darling. The August 
issue of Wired magazine 
included a story about the 
massive floodgate project in 
Venice, titled "The Lost City 
of Venice ." Gl~bal program 
manager Fabio Carrera was 
quoted liberally about WPl's 
Venice project center. New 
England Cable News picked 
up on the story and interviewed 
WPI professors and students 
about the work being done in 
the threatened Italian city. 
Undergrodua Programs & 
• Women 
• Students of Col 
• Teachers & Co 
• Parents 
• Alumni Volunte 
..&. Boston public television 
viewers got an eyeful of WPI in 
late August when 47 students 
and members of the faculty and 
administration volunteered on a 
Tuesday evening to help WGBH 
during its pledge drive. The 
telephone brigade received 
nearly 400 pledges and raised 
awareness of WPI among 
consumers who already support 
educational programming . 
T Closer to home, the new 
campus signs are a striking 
symbol of change . Trimmed in 
brushed aluminum and mounted 
on granite-a blend of modern 
materials and traditional stone, 
like that found across campus-
the bright crimson signs bear the 
redesigned logo. In late August it 
was neck and neck: who would 
arrive first-the new students or 
the new signs? The Chelmsford 
granite for the sign bases was 
delayed because it was a small 
custom order. With just hours 
to spare, the grounds crew 
mounted the new signs in time 
for the start of the school year. 
President Parrish 
Announces Departure 
In September, President Edward Alton Parrish announced to the 
WPI community his plan to retire from his post June 30, 2004. 
"I have long held the view that one should not serve in an administrative position for longer than 
10 years, so that new ideas about old problems will be more likely to surface. I am now entering my 
ninth year as president of WPI, so this will be the appropriate year for me to retire," wrote Parrish in 
a September letter. " Furthermore, the completion of a major capital campaign is a perfect time for a 
university to find new leadership." 
A search committee has been formed and the process of finding a successor to President Parrish is under 
way. In the spring 2004 issue of Transformations, look for a feature story recapping Ed Parrish's tenure . 
Spring Groundbreaking Expected 
for New Admissions Building 
For years WPI has wrestled with the need to provide new and expanded space for undergraduate 
admissions and financial aid , and to create additional on-campus parking . A new plan, endorsed 
by the Board of Trustees, solves these two major problems and goes one step further : it calls for 
re-greening the Quadrangle. 
In approximately two years WPI will have a new admissions building, an underground parking garage, 
and an expanded vehicle-free Quad . Thanks to a generous gift from a WPI grac;Juate and his wife, 
construction on the new admissions building begins in late spring 2004. The university hired Boston-
based CBT Architects to design a building for the east end of the Quad, between Sanford Riley Hall 
and Alumni Gymnasium, where admissions visitor parking is currently located. From here, visitors will 
have easy access to the Campus Center, academic buildings, residence halls and the athletic facilities. 
The parking issue will be tackled as part of the $25 million project. This past summer engineers began 
taking core samples to determine the feasibility of constructing a parking garage for 500 vehicles 
beneath the Quad . That would allow for an expanded green space on top. "The plan calls for the 
planting of new trees and no parking at all, just a small service road," explains Steve Hebert, treasurer. 
The bricks bearing names of donors that make up the current walkway across the Quad will be 
incorporated into the new design . 
The hope is that construction will , at most, last a year to 15 months. An interim plan to accommodate the 
parking needs of the university during construction still needs to be created . "I won't kid you, it will be a 
zoo here, " said President Parrish at a September meeting of the faculty. "But just think what it will be like 
once it's finished . With parking removed from the Quad, WPI will finally have a large peaceful green 
oasis in the heart of the campus ." 
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WPI Mourns the Loss of Venerable Professor, Librarian Carmen Brown was a part 
of Gordon Library since it was 
Herbert Beall joined the faculty in the Chemistry 
Department at WPI in 1968 and had remained 
here until his passing in late August. He received 
his undergraduate degree in chemistry from the 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, and his Ph .D. 
completed in 1967. 
Her 35-year career 
demonstrated a 
passion for WPI, its 
community of students, 
faculty and staff, and 
the library itself. She 
retired from WPI on 
June 30, 2003 . 
in chemistry in 1967 from Harvard University as 
a graduate student of William Nunn Lipscomb Jr. , 
who won the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1977. 
Herb published over 70 articles in several areas of 
chemistry, including boron chemistry, chemical education, the use 
of language in chemistry, and gold and coal chemistry. He was 
also the author and co-author of several textbooks, including 
Chemistry for Engineers and Scientists and A Guide to Writing 
About Chemistry. A lecture series will be established at WPI in 
Herb's honor. 
Carmen was the first female 
academic advisor and advised 
students for many years . She 
was also a mentor to women 
students and, in general , 
reached out to women 
colleagues on campus. She 
graduated from James Millikin 
University with a bachelor of 
arts degree and the University 
of Illinois with a master's 
degree in library science. 
Camp Reach Claims National Award 
WPl 's Camp Reach is not your typical pre-teen girls ' summer camp. 
There are few pillow fights and no macaroni sculpture. Instead , 
young women about to enter seventh grade have fun with technology, 
tackle real problems, and get up close and personal with the way 
things work . 
At the end of two weeks, this year's campers advised how best to 
equip classrooms in the American Red Cross's new regional tra ining 
facility, outlined a plan for creating a computer study room at the 
Henry Lee Willis Community Center, and designed a field day for 
the Flagg Street School Community Playground Initiative . 
Camp Reach received the 2003 Women in Engineering 
Program Award for its role in encouraging young women in 
engineering and science and as an outstanding model program . 
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"We were thrilled to receive this national 
award," says Chrys Demetry, associate 
professor of mechanical engineering, who 
co-directs Camp Reach with Stephanie 
Blaisdell, director of diversity and women's 
programs. " I think what stands out about our 
camp is that we don 't wave goodbye to these 
girls after the two weeks are over. Many of 
our campers have come back to be 
counselors . One-third of those eligible to 
come back this year inquired about doing so. 
We think that's amazing since it's an unpaid 
position, and often the counselors will work 
from 7 a .m. 'til 10 at night." 
Women in Engineering Programs & Advocates Network is a national 
nonprofit organization of over 600 individuals representing nearly 
200 engineering schools, Fortune 500 corporations and nonprofit 
organizations. Its Women in Engineering Program Award recognized 
Camp Reach for improving the educational environment for women 
in engineering . 
"The award is also a fitting tribute to Denise Nicoletti, who was 
the passion behind this program for its first six years," says Demetry. 
Nicoletti was the first tenured female professor of electrical and 
computer engineering at WPI. She and Demetry wrote the original 
grant for Camp Reach and started the program with funding from the 
National Science Foundation in 1997. Nicoletti was killed in an auto 
accident in the summer of 2002. 
Sheila Widnall 
Former Secretary of the U.S. Air Force 
and honorary WPI degree recipient 
Sheila Widnall will receive an honorary 
doctor of engineering degree from WPI in 
2004. She was the firs t woman appointed 
w the engineering facul ty at M IT, and the 
first woman to head a branch of the military, 
serving as secretary of the U.S. Air Force 
under President Bill Clinton. H er expertise 
in aerodynamics made her a valuable addi-
tion to the ream investigating rhe breakup of 
the space shuttle Columbia, which released 
its report in August. She is a leader in mat-
ters of sexual harassment, discrimination 
and academic integrity. 
What were the greatest challenges 
for the Columbia Accident Investi-
gation Board? What will its findings 
mean for the future of the space 
program? 
T he challenges in conducting rhe accident 
investigation were many. Firs t, this was a 
high-profile case with significant public, 
congressional and administration interes t. 
T he standards fo r establishing rhe "faces" 
were very high. T he board needed to be 
totally independent of NASA, ye t work 
closely with it to obtain the data we needed 
to establish the faces upon which to base 
our recommendations. Our recommenda-
tions speak to the importance of insuring 
safety in the manned space program. As our 
report describes, ASA has been under 
enormous schedule and cost pressure, has 
consrandy over-promised the technology it 
could deliver, and has shortchanged safety 
to accomplish other goals. Our recommen-
dations are di rected to es tablish an indepen-
dent and effective voice for safety within rhe 
manned space flight program. 
How has the role of women in the 
military changed? 
Women are an extremely important part of 
today's military. We saw char in D esert 
Storm, and in all operations since. In the 
Air Force virtually all roles are open to 
women. The excep tions are special-ops 
helicopter pilots and the PJs-pararescue 
jumpers who slide down ropes into combat 
si tuations to aid gro und troops. [See rhe 
movie "Black H awk D own" for an example 
of a PJ mission.] Today's military could not 
function without wo men. To my way of 
thinking, the military offers substantial 
opportunity to women, and they are evalu-
ated on their contributions to the mission. 
Should women be involved in 
combat roles? 
T he issue is the abili ty to do the job, nor to 
remain unharmed in a combat ro le. Women 
can be fighter pilots, fly all aircraft types, go 
into all combat situations in the Air Force, 
except as mentioned before. 
Ground combat is a complex role. Ir 
requires strength, group bonding, self-sac ri -
fice, and focus on the mission. T he nation's 
current belief is char women might be a 
distraction in some small-group combat 
roles, detracting from the mission . On rhe 
ocher hand, in modern warfare, the fro nt 
lines are less well-defined, and military 
women often find themselves in harm's way. 
T heir perfo rmance has been exemplary. 
What is the biggest misconception 
about sexual harassment? 
T har if rhe perpetrato r didn't mean it, it's 
not harassment. It's the victim who defin es 
the situation. For example, one of our pro-
fesso rs insisted on putting offensive pictures 
on his door, which upset the women grad-
uate students. I had to explain to him char 
it was not what he thought bur what the 
women students thought char was the con-
trolling variable. Also, technically, harass-
ment requires a supervisor-subordinate 
relationship of some sort. 
Is it true that women think and 
learn differently? 
I believe char women are better integrators, 
more holisti c in their approach to problem 
solving. They are not satisfied to spend 
three years learning the bits and pieces, but 
want w see how these fit together ro solve 
important societal problems. I believe that 
a revolution in undergraduate engineering 
education is required not just fo r women 
bur to improve the effectiveness of engi-
neering in this country. Unless we develop 
more of a holistic approach to problem 
solving, we will become a niche profession. 
What can engineering schools do to 
bring more women into the field? 
T he most important thing MIT did was w 
admit more women. M IT developed data to 
show that rhe math SAT underpredicrs the 
perfo rmance of women. W ith chis info rma-
tion , we raised our percentage of women 
students from 26 to 38 in one year. Ir's been 
climbing ever since. T here are important 
cri rical mass effects when the percentage 
rises and this tends to improve even further 
the performance of women students. 
What gave you the confidence to 
pursue and succeed in this career 
path? Were there any obstacles? 
My fa ther was very supportive, as was my 
mother. My mother wo rked when I was 
young and chat's the model I had fo r my 
life. When I encountered obstacles, I went 
sideways . -]KM 
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H. J. Man 
zari, .Project advisor 
The most di:f:ficult . 
students t thing :for the 
o understand is 
.Projects are consta that these 
that they' ntly evolving 
re 14 weeks 1 ' 
weeks. They s ong, not seven 
eem to think ... h 
seven weeks th • at after 
that things'i ey are almost done and 
n Costa R · 
smoothly and ica Will go 
require little new 
For me work. 
' as a :first-t· . 
expect to sl ime advisor, I 
to read th eep very little. I need 
e .Proposals Understand th carefully, 
students' .P ie .Projects :from the 
o nt o:f View 
out how best to re . ' and :figure 
about Costa R" , lay information 
students mh ica s culture to the 
• "'" e two m t items in my b os important 
ag: clean u d 
a .Pair o:f TEV.A. n erwear and 
bring home s sandals. I'd like to 
ome artwork . 
a drawing that d ' a .Painting or 
Ri epicts li:f . 
ca. My chief worrie e in Costa 
drinking and :f . s are crazy 
oolish b h the part o:f e avior on 
some students. 
Before 1968, this volcano was 
considered to be just a mountain, 
known as Arenal Mountain . That 
year, Crater A provoked a pyro-
clastic explosion (burning cloud) 
that destroyed the villages of 
Pueblo Nuevo and Tabac6n, 
devastating 10 square miles 
and kill ing nearly 90 people . 
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Can we really make the world a better place 
and widen students' worldview in just 14 weeks? 
A iournal of one interactive proiect experience. 
April 2, 2003 Ir's just afrer six o'clock in the evening and two tables are heaped with 
pizza boxes in Salisbury Lounge. Outside, icy rain is turning lingering snow banks to mush. 
Twenty-one sophomores slouch in chairs and sip cans of soda. Tonight they're force-fed all 
the dos and don'ts of their interactive project trip to Costa Rica: Drink bottled water. Don't 
call emergency numbers if you are locked our of your room at 2 a.m. If you use illegal drugs, 
you will be sent home. T hink twice about getting tattoos and nose rings-HIV/AIDS can 
be transmitted this way. 
Seven three-person teams are preparing to spend nearly two months in San Jose, 
the capital of Costa Rica, and complete projects at the decade-old WPI center. 
Despite the laundry list of regulations, sunny Costa Rica sounds like heaven, 
even if the biggest oral and written report 
of your life is due at the 
end of the trip. 
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Matt Benvenuti ' 05 
The b i gge s t challenge of my interactive project 
is the accelerated time f rame. It's been hardJ 
we thought we had our project presentation 
together but then we got a f our-page e-mail 
f rom our advis ors on what was wrong with it. 
We eventual l y have to pre s ent this report to 
our project sponsors and it has to be perf ect. 
For me, speaking in f ront of people will never 
be easy , but I can suck it up f or the f ive or 
10 minute s I ne ed to. 
I thought the group experience would be the 
hardest part. It's been the easiest. Af ter t wo 
weeks we star ted call ing ourselve s a "well-oiled 
machine." We a r e a ll motivated, bus y , and share 
the same level of understanding. 
I have never been abroad and I don't know the 
Spanish l anguage. That might be a problem. I've 
accepted that I' m going to rely on others. 
I plan on bringing back coff ee and hammocks. I 
anticipate the interviews with the dry cleaner 
will be the hardest partJ only one of u s knows 
the l anguag e . Wil l we get straight answers ? 
I think it wil l be diff icult. It's not a 
s even-week vacation, f or sure. 
Matt Be nvenut i 
The high po i nt s o f ar was de f initely our trip to 
Are nal , a l ive volcano. We stayed in a nice hotel at 
i t s base . The hotel had a pool and a hot spring, both 
wi t h wat er sl ides , plus a swim-up bar. It also had a 
small zoo, with crocodiles, f ish and a butterfly garden. 
We hi ked a r ound the volcano on Saturday . Sunday we swam 
in t he pond below Laf ortuna Waterf all. It was beautif ul. 
The l ow po int has been living in San Jose. The cit y 
reminds me of a kind of run-down Florida town. It 
doesn 't f i t the label "beautif ul Costa Rica" we've 
he a r d s o mu ch about. 
The f irs t wee k here was slow. It took a while to get 
sett le d i n at CPN+L. Another low point is my inability 
to s peak Spanish. We are enrolled in c l asses, but t wo 
weeks of basic Spanish is de f initely not enough to 
carry on a conversation. 
I can't get used to the laid-back attitude of the 
people here. Their lif est yle is very dif ferent f rom the 
f ast pace of New York or Boston. It took us numerous 
r equests to get inf ormation f rom our sponsors so we 
could f ix a problem we were having. Still, the 
project is progressing well. We plan on conducting 
our interviews next week . I have a f eeling that most 
dry cleaners wil l be uncooperative and not want to 
talk to USJ i f the y are doing hazardous things, 
then why would the y be willing to admit it? 
I like the price of steak here. It costs only $3 
f or a package in the store. Many things here are 
much cheaper. We f eel l i ke rich Americans. 
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June in Costa Rica unfurls like a damp beach towel. Nearly every morning 
the students wake to blue skies. By noon it's hot and threatening to storm. 
Every afternoon it pours, and the rain is followed by warm, humid nights, 
perfect for prowling around the city's pubs and eateries. 
By early June, advisor Manzari says the dry-deaning project is going well. One 
group had significant hurdles: the group working with the Ministry of Environment 
and Energy (MINAE) had planned to test its educarional hookier on filth graders 
bur the schools have been on strike for a long time, making it impossible. Nearly a 
month into the trip, the President of Colombia visited San Jose. Roads were dosed 
and armed soldiers stood on every corner--somerhing the students had never seen 
before. One girl was sideswiped by a motorcycle, bur she is fine. 
Matt Benvenuti 
I feel like we have been marked 
as loud, obnoxious and destructive 
Americans. A couple of peopl~ gave 
the whole group that reputati~n. 
There are times when I feel like . 
I am in junior high all over again. 
Sometimes I think if I had stayed 
in Worcester for my project, I could 
done less work, spent the summer :::= my girlfriend, and gotten an A. 
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Global Perspective Program 2003: San Jose, Costa Rica 
CNP+L: WPI is helping 
determine how dry-
cleaning solvents should 
be used and discarded 
by the industry, since 
many are known 
carcinogens. 
CICA: A research unit 
within the University 
of Costa Rica that seeks 
to manage solid waste . 
INTEL: Intel needs 
a long-term sustainability 
model for its plants, 
specifically for the pur-
chase of equipment 
and supplies. 
Bomberos: The fire-
fig hters organization 
of Costa Rica needs a 
nationwide system for 
assessing resources in 
order to maximize 
services. 
MINAE: This organiza-
tion collects and com-
pi les existing research 
on marine tortoise 
species that live and 
nest in the country. 
INCOPESCA: This 
agency helps assess 
the market for the 
farm-raised tilapia and 
recommends how to 
improve sales. 
Lankester Botanical 
Gardens: With the 
largest holdings of 
orchids in Mesoamerican, 
Lankester needs a data-
base system to help it 
tap into fund ing sources. 
For advisors Manzari and Vernon-Gerstenfeld, every day is different, but every day 
is long. Some days are filled with meetings with sponsors. Two days each week are set 
aside for group presentations. When everyone regroups at the end of each workday, the 
professors meet with students or read drafts of their reports. The last students often leave 
late in the evening or stop by long after dark to deliver pieces to be read for the next day. 
The groups are building toward their final presentations, so the professors provide 
ongoing feedback to help them improve. By Sunday night, June 29, reports must 
be bound and turned in. Monday morning, the students begin their all-important 
presentations to their sponsors. 
The groups gave their final presentations in Costa Rica and came back to the states in 
time for the July 4th weekend. Matt returned to his summer job as grill cook at Yogi Bear's 
Sturbridge Jellystone Park campground in Sturbridge, Mass. Susan Vernon-Gerstenfeld's 
office is filled with stacks of five-inch-thick reports from each of the Costa Rica project groups. 
The dry-cleaning project was a success, she says. "We were told by one of the officials in 
charge of keeping the environment clean that laws will be changed there because of the 
group's work." 
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Jim Baum, president and COO of Endeca, sits back in his sunny 
office, facing his visitor with a warm smile. Framed in the picture 
windows behind him, the Charles River glistens. Incoming 
e-mail messages announce themselves every few seconds, and his 
phone rings off the hook. Baum likes the bustle. Life is good. 
This is right where he wants to be: heading a fast-growing 
company that delivers technology that changes everything. 
Baum and Endeca, a software company specializing in 
guided navigation systems for the Web, are a perfect fit . Baum 
has always enjoyed making computers do neat tricks. A small-
town boy from Burnt Hills in upstate New York, Baum 
describes himself as "one of those kids who took things apart 
and put them back together. " When his Dad brought home an 
early-model Apple computer, "I became fairly enamored of that 
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thing, " he says, grinning. He taught himself how to program 
in Assembly and Basic and was soon shooting spaceships in a 
game he wrote himself. 
At WPI, Baum remembers learning Fortran in addition to 
his mechanical engineering classes. He recalls Professor Robert 
Norton as "a cool guy who linked engineering and computers." 
This was in the mid-1980s, when most software programs were 
still punched out on cards for computers the size of conference 
rooms. 
Poised at the head of an exciting new software company, 
Baum is not far from his boyhood days in Burnt Hills. He feels 
he's playing a pivotal role in launching a technological revolu-
tion. "This environment is invigorating," he says. "I know 
every day whether we're moving the ball forward." 
The Online Revolution 
Here's what Baum's Endeca is doing for the Internet today: 
Imagine you're shopping for a birthday gift for your niece. 
She's nine years old and you're not sure whether she's still into 
Barbies or would rather have the latest Harry Potter book. You 
go online shopping for the solution. 
You're not alone. The U.S. Department of Commerce esti-
mates that retail e-commerce sales for the first quarter of 2003 
jumped nearly 26 percent in one year. Billions of dollars are 
changing hands online- almost $12 billion in the first three 
months of this year alone. 
Companies that want to get in on this action wisely place 
their wares on the Web. This is true across every sector of the 
economy, from music to mutual funds, books to Barbies. How 
The u.s. Department of Commerce 
estimates that retail e-commerce sales 
for the first quarter of 2003 jumped 
nearly 26 percent in one year. 
do companies help shoppers delve into their wares, particularly 
if the customer has only a vague idea of what she wants? 
Shopping online often feels like entering a dark room and 
groping for something that must be in there, but can't be found. 
Enter Endeca. Founded in 1999, the software company 
promised a revolutionary approach to online search and naviga-
tion. Endeca has kept its word to investors by reeling in well-
established clients and making them very happy. 
The florist 1-800-Flowers.com started using Endeca just in 
time for Mother's Day, its busiest shopping day of the year. The 
Web site's enhanced capabilities led to more fruitful searches; 
customers could easily find the perfect arrangement for mom. 
The company's conversion rates-the ratio of searches to 
sales-shot up by double digits, and it measured a 20 percent 
increase in successful searches. Performance speeds doubled. 
"Our business strategy is focused on providing customers 
with an exemplary online shopping experience. Endeca InFront 
with Guided Navigation and dynamic merchandising allows us 
to provide shoppers with an easy and interactive way to locate 
gifts for important occasions," says Robert Wilson, director of 
Web site and direct marketing for 1-800-Flowers.com. 
Endeca's clients see positive results quickly, from a dramati-
cally improved user experience to the fruits of that improve-
ment, including increased sales and profitability, plus substantial 
hardware and software savings. Endeca's customer base has 
grown exponentially, from just a handful of clients in 2001 
to more than 75 today, spanning industries from electronics to 
manufacturing to financial services. Even more telling about 
the technology's versatility is the fact that Endeca's clients span 
applications, from corporations' enterprise needs and business-
to-business uses to online shopping. 
On the enterprise side of its client list, Putnam Investments, 
a global money management firm, revamped its 401 (k) plan 
business. Over 1,800 Putnam employees use the company's 
Plan Sponsor portal, as do 11,000-plus human resources 
managers, senior executives, and benefits consultants within 
Putnam's customer base of more than 2,200 companies. 
When Putnam rolled out Endeca's Insight portal late last year, 
client service reps moved from merely answering data-driven 
questions ("What percentage of 20- to 30-year-olds are 
enrolled?") to providing informed guidance ("Based on your 
20- to 30-year-old enrollment, here is the best program for 
you. "). Plan managers quickly navigate Putnam's huge data set 
along a variety of dimensions, including gender, location, age, 
and product type- without assistance from technical staff 
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Tne Endeca revolution is powered by a paradigm shift 
in technology. Plain vanilla Web sites use relational 
databases, search engines, or rigid navigation systems 
to let visitors navigate offerings. All three tools have 
problems. They overwhelm users with unwieldy lists of 
results, or return the frustrating "no results found ," without 
indicating where to go from there . 
For instance, if you type "history" in the search box at 
Amazon .corn 's bookstore section, the query chokes the 
user with 32,000 results. "That's because it doesn 't know if 
' history' is part of a title or a description," explains 
Endeca 's product marketing manager, Peter Bell. When 
users try to dig further they often come up empty "because 
there are so few possible ways to access each record . So 
the catalog is essentially invisible ." 
Endeca technology, on the other hand, creates hundreds of 
browse paths to each record in a given data set. And it 
doesn 't keep all that juicy information to itself; instead it 
organizes and displays it dynamically, without losing sight 
of the original query. Web sites powered by lnfront and 
Prof ind, Endeca 's two major search and navigation 
products, solve the opposing problems of information 
overload and queries ending abruptly with zero results . 
To experience this improvement, browse Barnes & Noble's 
Web site for the Endeca version of searching for "history." 
The results are stunning . Three subsets immediately appear: 
nonfiction, fiction and children . Each subset is organized 
by a host of subtopics, from the obvious (European) to 
more obscure (cooking, parenting and science fiction). 
Click under "ch ildren " and new subtopics appear: the 
child's age range, featured authors, and a bunch of others, 
like Black U.S. history-and it's all for kids. This is a whole 
new ball game: users can find books through this interface 
that they might never have known existed . 
How does Endeca work its magic? "Our navigation engine 
starts with all the records in a given data set, whether that's 
a catalog or a list of mutual funds, " says Bell , "and works 
backward to build out every valid path to each record ." 
It's like creating a book with a wonderfully detailed and 
accurate index. The fact that the Endeca software builds 
the index ahead of time makes it extremely fast; results 
pop up immediately. That all dead ends are eliminated 
makes for a far more satisfying search-and-discover user 
experience-whether shopping online or analyzing 
internal company data . 
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HOW DOES THE NEWEST 
ENTERPRISE SEARCH 
TECHNOLOGY WORK? 
Endeca Guided Navigation 
dynomically helps users sift 
through giant data sets-
whether they're wine cellars 
or data warehouses. 
0 
Guided Navigation instantly 
analyzes the thousands of 
search results to generate rele-
vant categories that can help 
you narrow your search-
instead of simply overwhelming 
you with 2,917 hits. 
0 
Guided Navigation generates 
only meaningful next steps for 
refining your search, never a 
dead end. For example, since 
all search results at this stage 
are wines from only two coun-
tries, only United States and 
South Africa are offered as 
Country categories. 
0 
Guided Navigation creates sen-
sible and relevant value ranges 
for quantitative parameters 
like Price Range-so searchers 
quickly understand what's avail-
able to them, and avoid fruitless 
searches for unavailable results. 
0 
Because it always pairs search 
results with relevant categories 
for refinement, Guided 
Navigation pulls more value out 
of data-not only helping users 
find things faster, but also 
revealing other ways to think 
about the data (like Ratings, 
Drinkability, Flavors) and choices 
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One of the moving forces behind 
Endeca is Baum. He joined the 
company in 2001 after estab-
lishing himself as a businessman 
who recognizes a powerful new 
technology when he sees it- and 
who can bring that idea fruitfully 
to market. 
From 1989 to 2000, Baum 
played a key role in nurturing 
Windchill, Parametric Tech-
nology Corporation's software 
application that targeted the 
product lifecycle management (PLM) market. With this 
product, says Baum, "we defined the industry's vision for PLM." 
Windchill brought a coordinated, Web-based interface to all of 
the players involved in a product's lifecycle-from engineers and 
manufacturers, to marketing execs and salespeople. Every player 
could access the latest product details and do their part to keep 
the momentum going, thus compressing the time from concept 
to finished product. Under Baum, Windchill's sales grew from 
$0 to $200 million in its first two years. 
Baum got the call to check our Endeca just as dot.corns 
were falling from the sky like so many shooting stars. He'd seen 
plenty of Web-based startups that didn't have much substance 
behind the glitz. "My phone rang a lot with headhunter calls 
during the dot.com boom," he recalls. "I saw a lot of bad ideas. 
Then along came Endeca." 
At Endeca, Baum found both a substantive idea and a 
kindred spirit, Steve Papa, Endeca's energetic and bright CEO. 
"Papa's idea was that the problem with online shopping is you 
can't go shopping," Baum explains. "Shopping is by default 
more a process of discovery than of searching for a particular 
item. Papa knew there had to be a better way than what was 
available at the time. So he hired a world-class technical team 
and they developed Endeca technology." 
t eir form." 
Zen and the Art 
of Information 
The Endeca story is much 
bigger than that of reshaping 
online shopping, or even 
making life easier for knowl-
edge workers. Baum begins 
to sound Zen-like when he 
speaks of the future. 
"We enable category 
convergence," he says. 
What's now seen as separate 
buckets of information- product 
data, business intelligence, Web 
portals like Putnam's, or content management-Baum sees as 
one. "Those buckets were artificially created. In every case, what's 
needed is strong information access and retrieval. People need 
usable information. 
"Endeca technology is not just a search engine," Baum 
explains. The early tools Endeca created were just the low-
hanging fruit. Looking higher, Baum sees Endeca branching 
out into the very infrastructure of Web-based information 
technology. With a line into IBM's WebSphere array of Web 
development software products, Endeca's already realizing 
that vision. 
"Endeca will be a critical component of IT infrastructure," 
Baum predicts, referring in part to the budding relationship 
with IBM. "We'll be an important piece of the fabric that ties 
together all the different types of information, regardless of 
their form. " 
If Baum has his way, all Internet experiences- all quests 
for information- will be far more satisfying and fruitful than 
they are today because they'll be backed by an infrastructure 
embedded with Endeca technology. In other words: get ready 
for an information revolution. D 
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1904 
As the Wright brothers grapple with flying straight and level, patent 
attorney George F. Myers, Class of 1888, focuses on vertical 
flight (he filed for his first helicopter patent-unsuccessfully-in 
1897). One year after the first flight at Kitty Hawk, he builds a 
machine, dubbed the "flying doughnut, " that rises six inches before 
its engine blows up. (In 1926 a Myers helicopter flies 3,000 feet 
at l 0 feet off the ground .) 
1910 
Twenty-five students form WPl's first Aero Club. Activities 
include constructing a glider with a 20-foot wingspan, building 
and flying model airplanes, and taking flying lessons at the 
Grafton (Mass.) Airport. 
1912 
Mechanical eng ineering professor David 
L. Gallup, Class of 1901 , launches a 
course in Air Eng ineering . Gal lup la ter gains 
recognition for his pioneering experiments on 
the des ign of aircra ft propellers, conducted 
using the rotating boom at Alden Researc h 
Laboratory in Holden . Severa l Gallup 
propellers are in the Smithsonian National 
Air and Space Museum . 
Many Small Steps, One Giant Leap 
Do you remember your first airplane ride? The giddy thrill 
you experienced as the engines roared and you sped down the 
runway? That moment of panic as the ground slipped away 
beneath you? The awe you felt at seeing the world for the 
first time from a bird's eye view? 
For centuries, humans warched wirh envy as birds flaul1[ed rheir 
masrery of rhe air, and rhey dreamed of raking wing rhemselves. 
They vel1[ured aloft fim on kires and gliders, or buoyed by balloons. 
T hen, on a cold, windy December morning in 1903, rhey fo und 
rhar w rruly conquer rhe air, one needed nor jusr wings, bur power. 
Since rhe Wrighr Flyer's 12-second hop across rhe sands ar 
Kiny H awk, people have suerched rhe envelope of powered flighr 
w rem arkable lengrhs. Propelled by piswn engines, jers, rock-
ers-even h uman muscles-powered vehicles have gone ever 
fas rer, higher and fanher. They've raken people around rhe 
world, into space and w rhe moon. T hey've pushed unmanned 
craft w rhe very edge of imersrellar space. And rhey've funda-
memally uansformed our norions of space and rime. 
T h rough a combinarion of ingenui ry, grir, and sciemific 
and rechnical know-how, WPI people have made comriburions 
small and large w many of rhe m ileswnes of powered flighr's 
firsr century. O ver rhe pas r year, we've shared some of rheir 
swries wirh you in Transformations . W irh rhis special secrion, 
we bring our coverage of rhis mileswne in human evolurion 
w a close-jusr as rhe world prepares w observe rhe 1 OOrh 
anniversary of rhe fligh r rhar sraned ir all. 
In rhe nexr 14 pages, you'll read a few more chaprers in rhe 
col1[inuing swry of WPI and fl ighr. Beginning below, you'll find 
a ch ronicle of many of rhe key momel1[s in powered flighr's firsr 
100 years rhar have been engineered, in whole or in pan , by our 
alumni, facul ry and srudem s. And you'll read why one graduare feels 
mosr ar home when she's in rhe air. 
Which brings us back w where we began: w rhe sheer joy of 
flying. For beh ind all of rhe rechnological breakrhroughs, rhe rheo-
rerical leaps, and rhe engineering brilli ance rhar WPI people have 
comribured w rhe evolution of powered flight lies one fundam em al 
tru th: raking wing and looking down on the world is one of the 
greates t pleasures known w m ankind. T har's why, in the cemuries 
ahead , people will keep trying to advance rhe fromiers of powered 
flighr, and why WPI people will be there w help make rhose 
dreams rake wing. -Michael W Dorsey 
1917 
The V-12 Liberty eng ine, the standard power plant for 
World War I-e ra mi litary a ircraft, debuts . Raymond 
P. Lansing ' 15, an engineer for Bendix Aviation , 
wi ns the first of his 150 patents for the first direct-
cranking aircraft starter, which Bendix builds for the Li berty. 
(Lansing goes on to become vice president of Be nd ix Aircraft 
Corporation , a ma jor player in the aircraft instrument and 
accessory market.) 




The NC-4 is the first airplane 
to cross the Atlantic Ocean, 
making the trip from 
Rockaway, N.Y., to Lisbon, 
Portugal, in several hops over 
the course of 57 hours. The plane, built by Curtiss Wright, was 
developed in part by George W. Smith Jr. ' 15, chief engineer 
at the Naval Aircraft Factory in Philadelphia. 
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1921 
A Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Co. biplane with 
a revolutionary D-12 engine breezes by the competition 
at the Pulitzer Trophy Race on Long 
Island. The engine is an early triumph 
for young motor engineer Arthur Nutt 
' 16, a future inductee into the Aviation 
Pioneers Hall of Fame. (Nutt would 
oversee the development of the Wright 
Whirlwind and Cyclone engines. The 
Cyclone eventually powered 90 percent 
of the world's commercial aircraft.) 
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Robert Rodier '51 has never used a parachute. 
And that's OK with him. Jumping out of an airplane holds no 
appeal. On the contrary, Rodier has spent his life finding ways 
for people and things to come down easy. 
From WWI to the 1930s, parachute technology remained 
basically unchanged- a round silk parachute was used almost 
exclusively for emergency jumps. In World War II , aircraft flew 
faster and farther, making it possible to deliver troops and the 
materiel of war straight to the battlefield, even behind enemy 
1926 
On his aunt's farm in Auburn , Mass., 
Robert H. Goddard '08 launches 
the world's first successful liquid-fueled 
rocket, the same technology that 
would send satell ites into space and 
land humans on the moon within 45 
years . (Goddard died in 1945 before 
seeing most of the fruits of his labor 
or receiving the numerous honors 
his work would gamer.) 
lines. The parachute's role as a strategic combat tool paved 
the way for its accelerated research and development. 
"Early on, parachute design was 'cut and try,"' says Rodier, 
who began his career at the Army labs in Natick, Mass., in 
1956. "We built what we called seam and joint samples that 
we'd put in the tensile tester to enhance our confidence that our 
designs were sound. We worked in the wind tunnel, too, but 




By Arny Spielberg 
Photos by Patrick O'Connor 
Richard Byrd becomes the first person to fly over the 
North Pole. With no visual landmarks and unable to use 
a magnetic compass, he navigates with the sun compass, 
an invention of Albert Bumstead, Class of 1898, 
chief cartographer for the National Geographic Society. 
(Bumstead 's invention has been used on all subsequent 
polar expeditions .) 
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Jumping out of an air-
plane carries obvious risks . 
Air drop-delivering troops 
and heavy equipment by 
parachute-is also dangerous. 
,.RESSURE VOLUME 108 cm3 (8 8 '"3~ 
with. And we didn't-
we couldn't-concern 
ourselves with the capsule 
being dynamically out of 
control, since this was a 
variable that was impossible 
to predict or govern. We had to 
One's "office" is the cold, noisy 
fuselage of a cargo plane where one 
crawls among closely packed heavy 
equipment- with a large door wide 
open at high altitude. 
p ~ Mo tAr n d pilot pArachute ae• .. assume that we were dealing with a 
nominal reentry. Still, falling to earth from 
outer space made for deployment conditions that 
were fairly severe, as was the attention and scrutiny "With air drops," explains Rodier, "there were 
a million factors to account for-drift, altitude, 
speed-and we typically dropped from as low an 
altitude as possible to narrow our margin of error." 
Rodier and his fellow engineers were breaking new 
ground, bur despite their best efforts, they some-
times lost cargo. "Bur it was only equipment. 
When you talk about pilot or crew escape systems, 
well, there were some unhappy events. They used to 
call us 'rag men.' The people who understand what 
we did were glad to have us around. They knew, in 
certain circumstances, they were totally dependent 
on the quality of our work. " 
In 1962 the original Mercury astronauts were 
household names and heroes. The first Gemini 
flight was still several years away, bur scientists had 
already begun working on the Apollo systems that 
would carry Armstrong, Aldrin, Collins and others 
to the moon, and, hopefully, back. 
Rodier was destined to become part of history. 
After five years at the Army labs, his work had been 
noticed. North American Aviation invited him to 
join the Apollo team. "So I saddled up with my 
wife and three kids and headed west to California." 
Although the Apollo earth landing system drew 
heavily on the Mercury and Gemini designs, 
Rodier says Apollo was the greatest challenge 
of his career. 
"We had severe design limitation with regard 
to weight and volume. We had little room to work 
"I can tell you 
it was quite 
tricky trying to 









we were under." 
Millions of Americans gathered around their 
television sets to watch the Apollo astronauts end 
their daring missions to the moon. The command 
module swung gently under billowing parachutes 
as Walter Cronkite waxed eloquent about the spirit 
and meaning of manned space flight. Bob Rodier 
watched, too, with a supercritical eye, and on one 
occasion was surprised by what he saw. 
"I remember watching one return on television 
and sitting up straight when I saw that the module 
was coming down on two parachutes. Ir was sup-
posed to be coming down on three!" Rodier later 
learned that a purge of gases from an unrelated sys-
tem had destroyed suspension lines on one of the 
parachutes. "We had built sufficient margin into 
the system so that two out of three chutes would 
work safely. Fortunately it worked like a charm. 
But I had never seen anything like that before-
or since." 
Rodier also helped design the abort system for 
the Apollo flights. "I can tell you it was quite tricky 
trying to set up a test that would simulate the vio-
lence and chaos of an aborted flight. Those were 
nail-biting drop rests." 
The tests that Rodier's team conducted dictated 
a need for an advanced method of deployment. 
The Apollo abort system regulated the chute's 
Henry J.E. Reid ' 19 becomes director of 
the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory (now 
NASA's Langley Research Center), and over the 
next 35 years helps build it into one of the 
world 's foremost aeronautical research facilities. 
(Reid also designed many basic instruments 
Former Naval aviator Paul K. Guillow '20 starts a 
company in Wakefield, Mass., to make balsa models 
of famous World War I airplanes . Nucraft Toys is an 
immediate success . (Renamed Paul K. Guillow Inc ., 
today it is the world's largest maker of simple 
hand-launched balsa g liders.) 
for flight research .) 
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opening forces by reefing-
opening in carefully timed 
stages. This allowed the com-
mand module to reduce its 
velocity and come under con-
trol in increments. 
Fortunately, the Apollo abort 
system was never needed. 
Remembering Bob 
Rodier's career is to follow 
the advancement of air and 
space technology in the sec-
ond half of the 20th century. 
By the 1970s, parachute sys-
tems were designed to safely 
stabilize pilots who might be 
forced to eject at extremely 
high Mach speeds. The 
parawing gave way to the 
parafoil-both hybrids of 
maximum drag decelerators 
and rigid wing technology. 
When designed with reefing 
systems and equipped with 
precision guidance technology, these parachutes have almost 
unlimited use. 
On July 4, 1997, such a guided parachute helped the 
Mars Pathfinder slow its descent through the thin Martian 
atmosphere. And in January 2004 a similar system of parachute 
and airbag will guide NASA's Mars Exploration Rover Mission 
to a gentle landing on the Red Planet. For his part, Rodier was 
directly involved in the parachute system that would guide 
NASA's Jupiter Galileo Space probe through the hot gas and 
clouds of the Jovian atmosphere. 
When he retired in 1996, Rodier was working on the 
X-38, the International Space Station Crew Recovery Vehicle, 
which was designed to use a 7,500-square-foot ram-air inflated 
parafoil, the largest parafoil in the world. 
1928 
WPI launches the Aero Program for a select group of mechanical 
engineering majors, under the direction of Professor Kenneth G. 
Merriam. Several alumni and friends prominent in the aviation 
field, including Capt. Edwin E. Aldrin of the United States Air Corps, 
father of future moon walker Buzz Aldrin, offer advice and donate 
technology. (Over the next 30 years, Merriam's program prepared 
nearly 250 men for careers of achievement in aviation and 
other fields .) 
Despite advanced tech-
nology, Bob Rodier will tell 
you that some jobs call for 
old-fashioned bulk and mus-
cle. The recovery system for 
the space shuttle solid rocket 
boosters is a case in point. 
The booster weighs 178,000 
pounds. At 81 metric tons, 
it is the heaviest operational 
payload in the world. It needs 
a lot of parachute to ease it 
out of the sky. 
"The system calls for 
three enormous parachutes 
to control the descent of the 
boosters. The chutes weigh 
2, 100 pounds each," he says. 
"The sheer amount of nylon 
that goes into building a two-
thousand-pound parachute 
is mind-boggling. But it has 
proven to be very reliable." 
In 1994 Rodier was 
recognized for his lifelong achievements. He received the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Theodor 
W Knacke Aerodynamic Decelerator Systems Award, "for 
contributions in the development of sophisticated parachute 
recovery systems used in the United States Space Program, 
military aircraft, and United States Army Airdrop Systems." 
"It's important to plan a career,'' says Rodier, who credits 
WPI for his excellent fo undation in engineering. "But it's also 
important to leave yourself open to opportunities that you may 
never have imagined. Some of the most interesting, most chal-
lenging and most satisfying things I've done in my career-the 
things I've really enjoyed-I never conceived of while I was at 
WPI. I didn't have a clue." 
Robert Rodier may never have used a parachute. But he is 
the man and the mind behind a generation of soft landings. D 
1942 
Lt. Col. James Doolittle leads 16 B-25s from 
the carrier Hornet on a daring raid over 
Tokyo. The power and air-speed settings 
that enable the bombers to reach Japan are 
the work of Robert E. Johnson '27, an 
engineer with Curtiss-Wright. (Later, as chief 
field engineer for the company, he became known as the "father of 
cruise control" for his pioneering techniques for maximizing cruise 
performance in multi-engine aircraft.) 
The Tech Air Raid Prevention Squad is 
formed . Students from seven fraternities are 
on watch around the clock to protect the 
campus in the event of ai r raids . 
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1943 
P-47 Thunderbolts powered by Pratt & Whitney 
R-2800 "Double-Wasp" engines, which use 
water injection to give them an extra burst 
of power, enter service in Europe. Pioneered 
by engineer Arthur E. Smith ' 33, at right, 
water injection will prove to be an important 
factor in the Al lied air supremacy during World 
War II. (Smith later became chairman of United 
Aircraft, forerunner of United Technologies, and helped the company 
make the transition from the Piston Age to the Jet Age.) 
1946 
General Electric begins 
making its J47 jet engine, 
which will become the most 
widely produced engine in 
the world and the first turbojet to be certified for commercial use. 
Emeritus trustee Hilliard W. Paige '41 managed the J47 (and 
later the J73) development and production from 1951 to 1956. 
(Paige went on to a stellar career at GE, making major contributions 
to missile guidance systems, satellite navigation systems, and other 
areas of space technology.) 
1951 
Richard T. Whitcomb '43 conducts the key tests in the 
transonic wind tunnel at Langley Research Laboratory that 
lead to his discovery of the Transonic Area Rule, the 
principle that makes flying beyond the speed of sound 
practical. Three years later, the discovery earns Whitcomb 
the coveted Collier Trophy. (Whitcomb went on to develop 
the supercritical wing and winglets, inventions that were 
also recognized with his recent induction into the 
Inventors Hall of Fame.) 
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For nearly a decade, the mantra for the U.S. Armed Forces has 
been "transformation." As the military works to become a more 
agile and flexible fighting force, advanced aviation technology is 
crucial to the process. 
The complexity of today's airborne weaponry, both planes 
and missiles, especially their guidance and communications 
systems, is staggering. So are the capabilities. Ground- and 
sea-based interceptors can shoot down high-altitude ballistic 
missiles. Fighter planes and ships are invisible to radar. A device 
that looks like a baby R2D2 sits on a helicopter and spins 
around to train a laser beam at the nose cone of a missile to 
blind it. Satellite-based information systems scan a battlefield and 
amass millions of bits of intelligence. Soldiers can tap into the 
network and retrieve relevant information in real time. Aircraft 
systems are so complex that several contractors 
are needed to tackle different aspects of them. 
The costs of these platforms stagger as well. 
"Is this stuff affordable?" asks Steve Kosiak, a 
defense policy researcher at the Center for 
Strategic and Budgetary Assessments (CSBA), 
an independent think-tank based in Washington, 
D.C. ''As we look forward to the retirement 
of baby boomers at the end of this decade, 
we are facing a much bleaker fiscal picture over 
the next few years . Yet, costs are rising. The 
Department of Defense requested that the 
current level of military spending of over $400 
billion be raised to over $500 billion in 2009. 
There is a real question whether this kind of funding is possible 
or practical, given the other budget constraints." 
Thomas Fitzpatrick '68, vice president and deputy general 
manager of the electronic warfare and electronic protection 
division at BAE SYSTEMS of Nashua, N.H., is leading his 
company's development of electronic warfare suites on the F-22 
and the Joint Strike Fighter. An ROTC student, Fitzpatrick 
graduated from WPI with a degree in mechanical engineering 
"in the heat of the debates of the Vietnam War," joined the 
Army, then entered private industry to work on major defense 
platforms, such as the Abrams Tank. 
Fitzpatrick agrees with Kosiak that despite increases, the 
military budget is still limited. ''At any point in time, the 
defense budget will contain salaries and replenishment of 
1952 
J. Adams Holbrook '38, in 
WPl's Washburn Shops, adapts a 
coupling invented in the 1920s by 
Louis W . Rawson, Class of 1893, 
for use in hel icopters . Rawson 's coupling permits a motor to 
come up to speed before a load is applied. (The patented 
coupling is incorporated in helicopters made by Sikorski, 
Kaman and other leading manufacturers .) 
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munitions used in Iraq," says Fitzpatrick. "There are operations 
and support costs. We are replacing an aging aircraft fleet. Each 
one of those elements of defense spending is constrained by the 
others. We cannot do that and pay salaries at the same time." 
Unfortunately, with a few notable exceptions, such as the 
Internet, resources devoted to the aviation needs of the military 
are unlikely to result in innovation for the civilian sector. "While 
all of us in the defense industry invest in technology, it is more 
applied technology than basic research," Fitzpatrick says. 
Dozens of aviation defense contractors helped create the F-22, the world's first fighter 
to introduce all-aspect stealth as well as supercruise-supersonic flight without 
afterburners. The F-22 goes into service in late 2004. 
The multibillion dollar F-22 and JSF programs are 
among the largest government aircraft procurement programs 
in existence. System development can span a human genera-
tion. Development of the F-22 began in the early 1980s; the 
plane is just now going into production. On a similar time 
frame, the JSF is now edging into development. "We will be 
involved for the next 30 years in those two things," says 
Thomas Arseneault '85, vice president of engineering at BAE 
SYSTEMS. "To combat obsolescence, every major weapons 
system is now designed with open architecture so it can be 
1960 
C. Chapin Cutler '37, an engineer at 
Bell Labs, starts a recording of President 
Eisenhower's voice broadcast coast to 
coast by being bounced off the giant 
balloon-like ECHO satellite . Cutler, a key 
player in the Echo project, has already 
won acclaim for the Cutler Feed, a 
waveguide-antenna system for radar that was on every World War II 
allied bomber that flew over Japan , and radio proximity fuses that 
helped win the Battle of Britain . 
J 
upgraded as technology changes. The Department of Defense 
developed this strategy from watching the computer makers. " 
What does the military mantra of transformation mean 
to a defense contractor like BAE SYSTEMS? Arseneault says, 
for example, that a single plane is now developed in different 
versions for the Navy and the Air Force instead of the previous 
practice of each service developing its own aircraft. "There is 
an emphasis on C4ISR, which means Command, Control, 
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and 
The Joint Strike Fighter, or F-35, embodies the U.S. military's mantra of transformation . 
More than 80 percent of its parts are common to all three JSF variants making future 
upgrades and software updates easier and more affordable. Its integrated weapon 
system allows pilots to identify and strike moving targets day or night, in all weather. 
Because of its multiplatform communications system-on-board and off-board infor-
mation fusion-pilots work as tacticians rather than weapons system managers. 
Reconnaissance," says Arseneault. "The idea being, how does 
one interconnect all these systems?" 
"One of the major trends right now is designing affordable 
platforms from the ground up for multifunctional systems," 
says Mike Sarcione '84, chief engineer for integrated defense 
systems engineering at Raytheon. "The idea is to put applica-
tions onto common hardware, but define the functions by 
software that can be easily upgraded. " 
In a 1992 WPI Journal article, Cutler recalled 
starting the tape recorder with Eisenhower's 
message."! remember starting that tape with my 
own fingers," he said. "It was probably the most 
exciting period in my life, because everything had 
to be done on the second . We had to have that 
antenna pointed exactly right, because this thing 








An area of expertise for Raytheon is stealth. The military 
wants "low observables [such as stealth bombers, fighters and 
surface ships] so we can see the enemy before he sees us," 
says Sarcione, who oversees technology strategy across all of 
Raytheon's business units. Raytheon, along with Northrup 
Grumman, is involved in developing sensors and radar 
systems for the Navy's new DD-X destroyer. 
These sophisticated communications platforms work by 
creating an ever-better buffer between our troops and the 
enemy. And, according to Tom Fitzpatrick, that's just what 
Americans want: no or low loss of life. 
"Perhaps the most profound changes that I've seen [in my 
career] are driven by our national desire to protect ourselves and 
not have any casualties," Fitzpatrick says. "We are trying to pro-
tect our warfighters while engaging the enemy with precision." 
This has translated into communications programs that can 
provide perfect knowledge of where the enemy is located, 
enabling our forces to engage 
at a distance with precision 
guided missiles. "So, the 
Abrams tank has the best 
armor in the world," says 
Fitzpatrick, "and our airplanes 
are invisible to radar." 
In other words, we're well 
equipped to overwhelm the 
enemy by technological supe-
riority in a conventional war. 
Asymmetrical warfare, terrorism and post-conflict occupation 
pose different challenges, just as the United States experienced 
on its own soil on 9-11 and in the most recent conflicts in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. . 
Still, studies find that the American public will tolerate 
significant casualties if they perceive goals as important, says 
Kosiak. But can a military geared to fighting a war by sophisti-
cated weaponry be just as safe from harm while keeping the 
peace at street level? ''An army that is used to fighting conven-
tional conflicts," he says, "might not be adapted to fighting a 
guerrilla conflict. " 
"The whole idea of engaging from a safe distance is 
something you cannot do when occupying a country. " 
Fitzpatrick says. "I think that there is an understanding 
1961 
ROBIN, a sounding rocket system developed under the direction 
of John B. Wright '42 at the Air Force Cambridge Geophysics 
Laboratories, flies for the first time. The system uses a falling sphere 
to measure atmospheric density, temperature and winds before the 
launch of larger rockets . Wright had spent many years at 
the NASA ·Langley Research Laboratory as a project 
engineer on designs for transonic and supersonic 
aircraft, including the B-52 and the D-558 
Skystreak research plane. 
on the part of the terrorists that our nation 
is not going to tolerate this for very long. 
The continued losses will have an effect on 
the population. We try to provide our soldiers 
with every element of life-saving precaution 
we can. In the end, technology is not a 
perfect answer." 
But it can help. Raytheon is now develop-
ing people-deterrence technologies under the 
auspices of the new Department of Homeland 
Security. "There are systems in development 
now that will prevent an aggressor from getting close to a soldier. 
It will not terminate the aggressor, but it will stop him in his 
tracks,'' says Sarcione. "Development had been ongoing for at 
least four years prior to 9-11 . It is based on traditional technol-
ogy that's used in an unusual way." 
1963 
The X-15 rocket plane, designed to explore the limits 
of w inged aircraft, climbs higher (to 354,000 feet) 
than any other plane. X-15 pilots (and the seven 
Mercury astronauts) received their acceleration 
tra ining in dynam ic flight si mulators developed by 
Carl C. Clarke '45, utilizi ng the human centrifuge at the Aviation 
Med ical Laboratory in Pennsylvania . (Clark later developed the first 
practical airbag safety systems. ) 
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Likewise, the Wolfpack project, 
being developed under DARPA (the 
Defense Advanced Research Project 
Administration), embodies close-contact 
defense high-tech transformation for the 
individual soldier. Wolfpack is a cluster 
of autonomous sensors that soldiers 
carry in their backpacks and scatter on 
the ground. Like ants, the sensors self-
organize into packs to do surveillance 
and jam enemy communications. 
Critics are concerned that we 
aren't investing enough money on these 
flexible, smaller-scale weapons, and are 
instead putting our defense dollars and 
faith in huge platforms- longer-term 
established massive programs such as 
the JSF and the F-22. Some worry that a 
disproportional amount of money is 
being funneled into short-range tactical 
aircraft instead of long-range interdic-
tion, especially given the difficulties we 
encounted in both Afghanistan and Iraq 
in getting access to bases in the region. 
The defense contractors are doing 
what they do best, organizing programs 
of technology, logistics and labor to cre-
ate sophisticated weapons. Platforms 
tend to be self-perpetuating unless 
curbed by budgetary or political 
restraint. There is always an economic 
tradeoff between guns and butter-or 
guns and guns. For industry insiders, 
the real question seems to be whether the platforms we are 
committing to now will prepare us for the kinds of wars we'll 
need to fight in the future. If we are indeed transforming 
ourselves, to what end? D 
1965 
Gus G rissom and John Young fly into space 
in Gemini Ill, the fi rst Gemini mission, atop a 
modified Titan II rocket. Development of the 
Titan series of missiles at the Martin Marietta 
Co. was directed by Albert J. Kullas '38, 
director of engineering , w ho later, as a 
Martin Marietta vice president, secured the 
contract and directed the in itial design and 
eng ineering of the two Viking spacecraft that 
soft-landed on Mars in 1976 in search of 
d\ -
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life on the Red Planet. 
Astro Agriculture 
Proiect: Growing Plants in Low Gravity 
The Challenge: How do you feed people on long-term space 
flights, on space stations, or on planetary or lunar bases? 
"You can't possibly bring enough food with you," says Pam 
Weathers, professor of biology and biotechnology. Her 
mist-based irrigation system could meet the challenge of grow-
ing healthy, productive plants in space. 
Funding Source: In 2002, WPI invested $37,000 to renovate 
Weathers' lab. After pledging $500,000, NASA, unfortunately, 
changed its priorities and pulled out of the project. 
The Science: Low-gravity conditions, like those in space flight, 
disrupt the movement of gases in liquids. On the Mir Space 
Station, for example, plant roots suffered from a lack of oxygen. 
This resulted in unhealthy plants that were unable to complete 
their life cycles: they couldn't flower, develop frui ts or vegetables, 
or produce viable seeds. 
Through a series of prior experiments, Weathers and colleagues 
had designed and built a nutrient mist bioreactor. This inexpen-
sive system sprays water and nutrients onto plant roots. The 
mist droplets measure just 7-10 microns in diameter- 100 
droplets would fit on the head of a pin. 
1967 
The F-111 all-weather 
fighter-bomber, w ith its 
distinctive swing-wing 
design and terra in-
following radar, enters service. Frederick A. Curtis Jr. '48, 
director of product engineering at General Dynamics Convair 
division, is heavily involved w ith the engineering of the plane, 
known informally as the Aardvark, and helps address metal 
fatigue problems that arise during its development. 
By Eileen McCluskey 
Weathers and biology grad student Joseph Romagnano 'O 1 
(M.S. '04) planted pea seeds in clear plastic rain gutters, in a 
kitty litter-like substance, called Turface, which traps the water 
and nutrient mist for the roots to absorb. The source of gases-
oxygen and carbon dioxide-was a perforated tube that ran 
along the bottom of the box. Mist was fed into one end. 
Results: At the end of seven days, roots of germinated pea 
plants had grown in the Turface. After analyzing the roots and 
the oxygen, carbon dioxide and ethylene present around the 
roots, Weathers found that peas indeed grew better in the mist. 
Current 40-day experiments will determine how well the peas 
grow to maturity, hopefully producing viable seeds. 
Roadblocks: NASA's retraction of funding has all but halted 
Weathers' research for now. 
The Promise: Future generations may one day pick lettuce 
and peas in Martian greenhouses. When new funding comes 
through, Weathers will extend her work to include a number 
of other crops chosen by NASA for space farming purposes. 
The next step is to launch a rocket and grow dwarf peas, 
lettuce and wheat in space. 
1969 
As his feet - the first ever to touch the moon 's surface-
settle into the dust on the Sea of Tranquility, Apollo 11 
astronaut Nei l Armstrong tells an awestruck world , 
"That's one small step for a man, one g iant leap for 
mankind ." Armstrong 's words are captured by a headset 
developed by the David Clark Co. in Worcester under 
the direction of R&D head Joseph A. Ruseckas '65. 
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The Next 





of Parachute Inflation 
The Challenge: Invented more than 200 years ago, the seem-
;ngly simple parachute involves complex physics. Hamid 
Johari, professor of mechanical engineering, is improving 
modeling software to help the Army develop newer designs that 
will lessen the shock of inflation, slow down descent speeds, 
reduce unwanted oscillations, and enable precision in landings. 
Funding Source: The Army Research Office (ARO) provided 
$186,000 from 1998 to 2001. A grant modification of $63,500 
was made to carry the research through 2002, and Johari antici-
pates approval of another three-year grant that would begin soon. 
The Science: To study the aerodynamics of canopy inflation, 
Johari needed to slow the action to make detailed, accurate 
measurements. His solution: place small-model parachutes in 
a 30-foot-long water tunnel. 
Measurements are made using lasers, digital cameras and the 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. The resulting high 
fidelity data provides simultaneous measurements at many spatial 
points. Using PIV, Johari "seeds" the water tunnel, or flow field, 
with tiny, hollow glass spheres coated with silver. Every few mil-
liseconds, as the seeded water flows past the parachute, Johari 
flashes laser light onto the field and takes a digital photo. The 
images look like a glass snow-globe, with the lit particles showing 
1970 
After a harrowing flight around the moon 
in a crippled spacecraft, the crew of 
Apollo 13 floats toward th e Paci fic 
Ocean under three huge red and white 
parachutes. The sight of the chutes, 
developed by Robert W. Rodier '51, 
parachute eng ineer for North American 
Aviation , which bu ilt the Apollo command module, heralds the 
safe return of every Apollo crew. 
clear patterns around the parachute. "From the displacement 
of the particles you can figure out the flow dynamics,'' 
Johari explains. 
Results: Johari has found that, contrary to common wisdom, 
a parachute's opening shock- the highest force on the canopy 
as it opens-occurs due to the rapidly changing flow features 
around the canopy, rather than the enlargement of the canopy 
volume. He has also discovered a new vortex-shedding frequency 
around the canopy- swirling pockets of air that roll off the 
canopy as it descends. These findings will guide new designs 
to reduce opening shock and to make a parachute's descent 
more predictable. 
Roadblocks: Johari's small lab precludes testing larger model 
canopies in bigger water tunnels, to more closely mimic 
real-life situations. 
The Promise: The humble parachute is expanding its role 
jn delivering humanitarian aid in remote areas. As the Army 
develops its modeling tools, parachute design costs will drop 
significantly, resulting in safer, more accurate parachutes. Says 
Johari, "You'll be able to pinpoint where you want the package 
to land, and you'll be able to make the drops at any time of 
the day or night, in places with no roads or runways. " 
1978 
The first UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter enters 
service w ith the U.S. A rmy. The design of th is 
versatile flying machine, which features a number 
of innovations including a novel canted tail rotor, 
was d irected by David S. Jenney '53, whose 
career at Sikorski included work on many pio-
neering helicopters, including the new Comanche 
(model at right) . (Harry T. Jensen '33, who 
became vice president of eng ineeri ng at Sikorski, 
also contributed to the design of the Blackhawk, 
the Super Stallion and the S-76 .) 
Mlcrochannel Potential 
Power Player 
Proiect: Spacecraft propulsion 
The Challenge: Design smaller engines for ever-shrinking 
spacecraft. Nikos A. Gatsonis, associate professor of 
mechanical engineering and director of WPl's Aerospace 
Program, is developing micro and nano on-board engines, or 
thrusters. These devices must allow for delicate maneuvers, such 
as those required when aligning constellations of satellites. The 
thrusters must be positioned so that their spent fuel (or plumes) 
won't contaminate the spacecraft's surfaces and instruments, or 
interfere with its communications. 
Funding Sources: NASA's Glenn Research Center, the Air 
Force Office of Scientific Research (for modeling electric micro-
propulsion), the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 
Laboratory QHUAPL), and the National Science Foundation 
(for outstanding issues related to modeling nano-sized flows) 
have together supplied in excess of $1.3 million for the project. 
The Science: Gatsonis' experiments study interactions of plumes 
with spacecraft. He develops computational models that help 
determine where to place the thrusters on the craft and he 
studies thruster fuel flow in order to improve performance. 
Gatsonis recently participated in the Active Plasma Experiment 
(APEX) North Star mission led by JHUAPL. The team flew a 
sounding rocket equipped with diagnostic instruments through 
1979 
The Gossamer Albatross wins the 
$200,000 Kremer Award by 
becoming the first human-powered 
plane to cross the English Channel. 
The plane's propeller is designed by 
E. Eugene Larrabee '42, an MIT 
professor known in the aeronautics 
field as "Mr. Propeller." (In 2002, he 
co-authored Airplane Stability and 
Control: A History of the Technologies 
That Made Aviation Possible.) 
artificially induced, high-speed plasma plumes similar to those 
produced by on-board electric propulsion thrusters. 
The next generation of propulsion systems will be made at the 
nanoscale. Gatsonis is developing models that examine liquid and 
gaseous flows in nanotubes-structures about the size of a virus. 
Results: The Glenn Research Center used Gatsonis' research 
to design an improved electric micropropulsion device. The 
device, called a pulsed plasma thruster (PPT), measures just 
one square inch and uses solid Teflon for fuel. 
Roadblocks: Traditional methods break down when analyzing 
propellant flows in ever-smaller propulsion devices. Ionized 
gases and electromagnetic fields in the devices also complicate 
matters. The lack of nano-sized sensors hampers exploring the 
structure of flow-fields in such diminutive domains. 
The Promise: Future spacecraft may be apple-sized, with on-
board propulsion and other fluidic systems measuring as big as 
a red cell, or even a virus. T hey will be capable of independent 
analysis and decision making. "The more we work in this area, 
the more we imitate biological systems. We will eventually 
build spacecraft that can think for themselves and incorporate 
fluidic systems at the nanoscale" says Gatsonis. 
1985 
A prototype develpoed by WPI students makes it to the finals of a 
NASA competition to design a better space glove . WPI doesn 't win , 
but getting to the finals helps spur excitement for a new aero option 
for mechanical engineering students. The university receives $20,000 
from NASA to create the Advanced Space Design Project Center, 
which provides opportunities for students to complete space-related 
projects in conjunction with NASA centers. 
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The Next Years 
he Outer Limits of Satellites 
Proiect: University Nanosat Competition 
The Challenge: Design a satellite the size of a basketball. 
Fred Looft, professor and department head of electrical 
and computer engineering, oversees an undergraduate team 
that's participating in a competition sponsored in part by the 
Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) . 
Funding Sources: AFOSR has provided $100,000 over 2 years . 
The Science: Student groups pool knowledge to build the 
nanosats . One team tackles the exterior structure: the metal, 
frame, solar cells, and other "packaging" that must survive the 
trauma of the launch and the harsh conditions of space. Another 
team designs, implements and tests all power-related sys tems, 
like circuitry and batteries. The communication group works 
on radio frequency transmission and reception, including the 
receiver, transmitter, cabling, antenna and networks. 
Results: T he competition will be judged in the spring of 2005. 
Roadblocks: Several competitors are universities with full staffs 
and an established infrastructure. "Ir's rough to catch up with folks 
who already have programs in place," says Looft, "but we are 
doing a great job and expect to do very well in the competition." 
The Promise: In a distant galaxy, swarms of intelligent 
,rnicrosatellites converge on an asteroid belt. One of the many 
survivors spots an asteroid with characteristics it "knows" are 
peeded for research. It calls to several of its baseball-sized bud-
dies to fly over and take pictures from various angles, and 
together they beam their images back to Earth. 
1989 
A paper in the British science journal 
Nature by WPI chem istry professor 
Robert C. Plumb solves a mystery 
left over from the Vik ing miss ions that 
landed on Mars 13 years earlier. 
Viking experiments designed to detect the presence of life instead 
found evidence of unusual chemical reactions in the Martial regolith 
(soil) . With persistence and elegant chemical experiments, Plumb 
proves that irrad iated nitrates, which he shows must exist on Mars, 





----- Gravity Or•cienl 
Probe 
A GASCAN (Getaway Special Canister), containing w ithin its five 
cubic feet severa l experiments designed over nearly a decade by 
some 250 WPI students, flies into orbit on the shuttle Columbia . The 
experiments included growing zeolite crystals 
and studying fluid behavior in microgravity. 
Proiect: Micro Air Vehicles 
or Biologically Inspired Flight 
:The Challenge: Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) equipped with 
cameras and sensing equipment would be useful in unmanned 
planetary explorations, investigating disasters on Earth, and for 
battlefield reconnaissance. But how to build viable aircraft as small 
as a sparrow or a bee? "As you build smaller, you need aircraft that 
either move awfully fast, or with flapping wings," says David 
Olinger, associate professor of mechanical engineering. 
Funding Source: The NASA Space Grant Consortium pro-
vides $10,000 a year for the undergraduate side of Olinger's 
MAV work. Olinger will apply for additional funding from 
DARPA (the federal Defense Advanced Research Projects 
iAgency) to support graduate research. 
The Science: In what he refers to as "biologically inspired 
flight," Olinger and grad students Sagar Sathaye and Ian 
eBarros are studying pheasant and seagull wings to determine 
the best model for their next generation of planes. They won't 
have flapping wings, but may feature other bird-like attributes. 
Olinger is focusing on a triangular notch in the middle rear of 
birds' outstretched wings. Biologists say the notches provide 
more lift, less drag. 
"We're asking why that's true and whether we should notch 
our MAV wings," Olinger says. The scientists place prototype 
wings, with and without the bird-inspired notch, of lightweight 
plastic in a state-of-the-art, closed-end wind tunnel. Air pres-
sure is measured along every inch of the wing's curved top. 
1995 
The shuttle Columbia lifts off from 
Kennedy SRace Center on a 16-day 
science mission . Aboard is WPl 's first 
astronaut, Chemical Engineering 
Department head Albert Sacco Jr. (now a professor at his alma 
mater, Northeastern), mission specialist for the flight. An experiment 
to grow zeol ite crystals in space, developed by Sacco, professors 
Robert Thompson and Anthony Dixon, and many WPI students, is 
included in the Spacelab mission . 
Results: Olinger's undergraduate students have entered their 
pheasant-sized propeller-driven, electric-powered MAVs into 
an annual competition at the University of Florida for the past 
three years. Prizes are awarded for the smallest aircraft that can 
fly specific distances and can relay certain images visible only 
from the air back to the students. In 2001, their first year in 
the contest, Olinger's students placed fourth . 
Roadblocks: Olinger needs to gather more data that will tell 
him whether to build MAVs with notches, or with another 
borrowed-from-bird feature. As the MAVs become smaller, new 
instruments will be needed to measure forces and pressures on 
the wings. 
The Promise: An unmanned spacecraft lands on a distant 
planet. Within minutes, hundreds of aircraft the size of hum-
mingbirds disperse across the planet's dark landscape, wings 
buzzing, cameras recording images, sensing equipment measur-
ing chemical compounds, flashing data back to Earth. On a 
battlefield, a soldier lifts a bird-sized plane from her knapsack 
and sends it to the frontline, where it relays live images back to 
her. In the midst of a flood, rescuers launch their MAVs to find 
out where help is most desperately needed. Olinger predicts 
that the next generation of MAY, the sparrow-sized models, will 
be built within a year or two. "They will get smaller quickly," 
he says. "Two years later, they'll be half that size." D 
1996 
The Learning Factory, an off-campus pro ject center created in 
conjunction with Pratt & Whitney, is founded to send student teams 
to Pratt's jet engine manufacturing facility in East Hartford, Conn ., 
to help the company identify and develop solutions to problems that 
impact the design and assembly of engines that power more than 
half of the world 's commercial fleet. 
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Stacey Bonasso graduated in 1990 with a bachelor's degree in 
mechanical/aerospace engineering and also earned a master's 
in aeronautics and astronautics at Stanford University. She 
joined the Air Force in 1990. Now she's stationed at Vtznce 
AFB in Oklahoma, where she introduces younger pilots to 
the joy of flight in high-performance jets. 
O crober in the Utah high desert: salt flats and mountain ranges 
extend for hundreds of miles under a canopy of piercing blue 
sky. I imagine for a moment how this landscape, so devoid of 
human development, must have looked long ago, a time when 
there were no machines and when men didn't fly. 
1997 
WPI launches a project center at 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in 
Greenbelt, Md ., named for WPI graduate 
Robert H. Goddard '08. Each fall 
teams of students complete major 
projects at this NASA center dedicated 
to expanding our understanding of the 
Earth, the solar system and the universe. 
32 Transfo r m a tion s I Fall 2 00 3 
Hurtling through the autumn air at 480 nautical miles per 
hour and just 500 feet above the ground, I realize I've been day-
dreaming. T ime ro get back to the task at hand- not hitting 
the ground and keeping pace with my flight lead, who is a mile 
to my left . Today's mission is fairly routine, unlike most in the 
F- 16. We are going in low through a mountain range fo r cover, 
then onto the salt flats for our target run. o real munitions 
roday, but we'll practice dropping Mark-82 bombs on enemy 
surface attack weapons. 
Flying the ridge, we make the move roward the ravine that 
will take us through the other side ro our target. I pick up my 
2001 
NASA cancels funding for the X-34, which was to be 
a test bed for technologies that could lead to a new 
generation of reusable unmanned launch vehicles. 
The innovative spacecraft was developed by Orbital 
Sciences under the direction of Robert E. Lindberg 
Jr. '74, who also contributed to Orbital's successful 
Pegasus launch vehicle . Lindberg today heads the new 
National Institute of Aerospace. 
cross-check now- no time for daydreaming 
here. We fly up the ravine with cliffs close on 
either side of us. I trail my lead by 4,000 feet, 
monitoring him and making sure I don't 
smack the sides of the mountains. My flight 
lead rolls into bank and then disappears. My 
turn next. Just then the earth drops out from 
beneath me as I make the crest. I roll up to 
nearly inverted and pull back to the earth 
below. I catch a glimpse of the bright fall 
fo liage peeking out from underneath autumn's 
firs t snow. As I roll out onto the salt flats-
8,000 fee t lower than when I started the 
pull- I remember why I love this job. I thank 
God that men- and women- fly. 
When I was a student learning about 
aeronautics and astronautics, I was continually 
amazed at the brilliance and innovation of the 
professors and even some of my fellow students. 
It was people like them who redefined fighter 
aircraft design with statically unstable jets that 
rely on complex fly-by-wire control systems to 
keep them from falling out of the sky. This engi-
neering breakthrough, now decades old, is at the 
heart of the F-16's awesome maneuverability. 
Combined with its superior avionics suite and 
weapons targeting and delivery systems, the 
F-16's maneuverability makes it the world's best 
multi-role fighter and a true engineering marvel. 
Yet it wasn't until the first time I strapped myself 
into an F-16, better known by pilots as the 
Viper, that I truly appreciated this technological work of art and 
the hundreds of engineers who had made my dream a reality-to 
fly one of the most advanced fighter aircraft in the world as fast, 
as low, and as high-G as it can go. And when I'm in the cockpit, 
the world-class avionics, incredibly powerful engine, and all the 
advanced systems take a backseat to the absolute joy of flying. I am 
taken by the sense of my feet leaving this earth; not simply defying 
gravity- but defying it with purpose. 
The experience of flying the F- 16 has been an amazing gift 
in my life, topped only by my marriage to my husband, Vince, 
fellow Viper pilot turned FedEx pilot, and the birth of our 
2003 
The WPI faculty approves the creation of a new major program 
in aerospace engineering , making WPI one of just 61 universities 
with degree programs in this field. The program is directed by 
mechanical eng ineering professor Nikos Gatsonis, who was 
named director of the Aerospace Engineering Program in 1999. 
daughter, Julia Grace. I call her my nine-G baby because she 
flew a few high-G flights in the Viper before I knew I was preg-
nant. Julia is now one, and quite healthy despite the high-G 
maneuvers, and I'm back in the air again, this time as a T-38 
instructor pilot. 
While it's no F- 16, the T-38 holds its own as a fas t and fun 
flying machine-just ask the students learning to fly it. It's their 
first experience in a high-performance jet and it's nothing short 
of a miracle. With its older technology the T-38 is statically 
stable, relying on pilot input with the help of hydraulics to 
move the flight controls. Although not as maneuverable as the 
F-16, it can still pull seven G's, fly between 300 and 500 knots, 
and perform a full array of aerobatics. 
Since the experience is a notch down from the Viper, 
I find the most rewarding aspect of flying the T-38 is being an 
instructor. There is a sense of satisfaction in teaching a student 
who has never flown a high-performance jet. Six months later 
they can navigate, fly in formation, perfo rm aerobatics and be 
ready to train in a combat aircraft. T heir motivation is inspiring 
and I am reminded of a day not long ago when I was that stu-
dent who could think of nothing else but getting my chance to 
fly a fighter. I can see it in their eyes. T he dream is there and it 
pushes them on, much like it did for me. They dream of flying 
fas ter, lower and higher- as high-G as they can go. 
I assure my students that as long as there is air in the sky, 
engineers will continue to build jets that are more powerful, 
more sophisticated and more capable. To quote a famous movie 
line, "if you build it, they will come." T housands of young men 
and women will line up for their chance to fly up that ravine 
and crest the mountaintop. T hey will come bearing dreams of 
flight, of taking it to the limit. They will come with dreams 
of defying gravity-with a purpose. D 
On Dec. 17, the nation will focus on ceremonies at Kitty 
Hawk, N .C. , where the first Wright brothers' flig ht will 
be commemorated . Current plans call for guests at the 
festivities to witness the dawn of a new era in fl ight when 
an electric airplane developed by James P. Dunn '67 
takes wing. The plane, flown initia lly on batteries, wi ll 
ultimately be powered by a hydrogen fuel cell. 
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WPI: The Next Generation 
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"I had almost always known that I wanted to come to WPI. 
I loved the atmosphere. As I got older I realized that WPI 
had a lot to offer me, that I could get a great education as well 
as be in an atmosphere I already knew and liked." 
Carolyn and Wally Towner, both members of the Class of 1983, 
met on their first day of school in the fall of 1979. "I was mak-
ing a room-by-room shopping list for others on the floor for an 
upcoming 'fluids lab,"' says Wally. "I asked Carolyn if she or 
her roommate had any requirements for the 'lab' and her first 
words to me were 'so you think you're pretty hot stuff, huh?"' 
Wally didn't understand how he had provoked such a response 
from a stranger and began a political campaign "to win the elec-
tion and set the record straight. I guess she changed her mind. " 
Wally and Carolyn were married the year after they graduated 
from WPI. 
This fall , the latest Towner generation enrolled at WPI. 
Ashley Towner '07, the eldest of three Towner offspring, is 
currently enrolled in civil engineering, "but I'm fairly sure I'm 
going to change my major to biotechnology," she says. "I had 
almost always known that I wanted to come to WPI. I loved 
the atmosphere. As I got older I realized that WPI had a lot to 
offer me, that I could get a great education as well as be in an 
atmosphere I already knew and liked." 
"Carolyn and I are excited that Ashley is attending our 
alma mater, but we didn't lobby her. WPI 
sold itself," Wally says. "In our house college 
is not an option and it has to be a technical 
school. That's where you learn how to break 
down problems and come up with solutions 
in a technical environment. However, if our 
kids are rock stars or professional athletes, 
the 'technical college is not an option rule' 
can be waived!" 
-Ashley Towner '07 
The Towners were one of dozens of families who attended 
the Alumni Association Legacy Lunch August 22. The annual 
back-to-school rite is a tradition for newly-admitted students 
whose parents or grandparents, (or this year, in the case of 
Elizabeth McCoskrie '07, both her great- and great-great grand-
fathers) attended the university. For alumni it's a chance to 
reminisce about their college years with their kids and honor 
their family's long-standing connections to WPI. The new 
students also gain an appreciation for WPI's 135-year history 
and what it means to be a part of that. 
Throughout the first week of the new academic year mem-
bers of the Alumni Association and Tech Old Timers helped 
welcome all students to campus, some by lending a hand carry-
ing boxes to dorm rooms. Association president-elect Morgan 
Rees '61 and trustee Steve Rubin 74 spoke to incoming students, 
reminding them to balance learning and fun, and to use the 
association as a resource. 
The welcoming events capped a summer-long series of 
barbeques across southern New England in Fairfield County 
and Hartford, Conn., and Smithfield, Rhode Island, that 
reached out to new students. "It was a 
chance for newly-admitted students to talk 
to recent grads and to one another," says 
Beth Howland, director of Alumni 
Relations, "so they had some information 
about WPI and also familiar faces and 
names once they arrived on campus." The 
mixers were so well-received, says Howland, 
her office plans to expand the program next 
year and add events in Framingham, Mass., 
and southern New Hampshire. 
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9 Howard "Doc" Blanchard was Rock & Gem 
magazine's Craftsman of the 
Month for November 2003. 
The issue featured his ammo-
nice scamp holder. An active 
member of the Southern 
Nevada Gem and Mineral 
Sociery, he lives in Las Vegas. 
After suffering a heart attack 
in 1986, Howard had co sell 
Blanchard Marine Corp. and 
give up flying. He became a 
rared flight instructor in 1950, 
while stationed at Wrighr-
Patterson AFB, and obtained a 
Japanese license while serving 
there during the Korean War. 
Dorothy 
Wilson, first 0 wife of the lace 
Philip Bartlett, died in June 
2003 . Surviving fami ly mem-
bers include a daughter, Linda 
Bartlett Burrowes, and a son, 
Philip Bartlett Jr. '70. 
George Bingham writes from 
Portland, Ore., where he is re-
tired after 30 years with Ebasco 
Services and seven years as chief 
engineer of the Bonneville 
Power Administration. His 
career rook him all over the 
world, including six years in 
Greece, electrifying the country 
under rhe Marshall Plan, as 
well as trips to Lahore, Pakistan, 
and Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). 
"Purring together chis account 
has reminded me of how much 
fun I've had as an engineer, 
since graduating from WPI," he 
writes. "I had to stop skiing last 
year. Now I play ping-pong 
instead, bur I still cry to keep 
my slide rule busy, so co speak. 
And, yes, I have a computer, 
coo. My e-mail address is 
gstorrsbng@aol.com." 
Milton 
Meckler's article 5 "Planning in 
Uncertain T imes" was pub-
lished in the June 2003 issue of 
Industrial Engineer. The former 
president and CEO of The 
Meckler Group, he is now a 
principal of P2S Engineering 
Inc. 
Wes Wheeler has moved co 
the woods of North Stamford, 
Conn., where he stays active as 
a representative for shipyards 
around the world-in particu-
lar, Blohm+ Voss of Hamburg, 
Germany. He also serves as an 
arbitrator and marine forensic 
expert. "I am now a non-lawyer 
member of the Maritime Law 
Association as well as the 
Sociery of Maritime Arbitrators. 
I also do occasional ship survey-
ing and husbanding." 
5 1 ~ t~ait 0 a Clas A special compilacion of phocos and memorabi: a flrom 
class members' years at WPI was on display at Gordon Library for Reunion 2003 and 
then at the Campus Center during Homecoming lase month. Although it was nor a reunion year, 
class members decided the rime was right co share their Tech memories and keepsakes with the cam-
pus communiry and returning alumni. • The project began with a collection of class reunion pho-
tos char Vartkes "Ziggy" Sohigian assembled and had framed, along with an image of Boynton Hall. 
Inspired by these resurrected treasures, Sohigian consulred with Alumni Office and library staff to 
uncover historical documents and artifacts from the WPI Archives and Special Collections. The 
exhibit was skillfully assembled by head archivis t Rodney Gorme Obien. 
Members of the Class of 1951 and their guests at the opening of their photo exhibit. From left, Bruce Bailey, 
Duncan Munro, Ed Johnson, Ruth Munro, Lois Johnson, Betty Spiller, Merrill Spiller, Al Anderson , Felice Coffey 
\ (at cen ter, front), Nancy Anderson, Art Fisher, Matilda Sohigian, Ziggy Soh1g1an , Lee Fairbanks, Judy Fish~e, 
\ Dick Coffey, Dora Miller, Irv Orrell and Stan M iller 
'-- -
Len D utram 
and his wife, 59 Lee, live in 
Collegeville, Pa. Their 1989 
Ferrari rook first place in the 
Concours d'Elegance held in 
Reading in June. Len keeps in 
touch with fellow physics 
majors Joe Lenard of Pough-
keepsie, N.Y., and Frank 
Pakulski of Burlington, V r. 
Edwin Tenney works in the 
Buell Division of Fisher 
Klosterman Inc. in Lebanon, 
Pa., where he designs, sells and 
services fluid-bed cyclone sys-
tems for oi l-refining and petro-
chemical operations worldwide. 
D avid Ekstrom 63 is president and general manager 
of Bematek Systems Inc., where 
he recently received a patent for 
a multi-shear mixing head. 
Richard Kashnow has been 
appointed to the board of 
directors of Ariba Inc. 
65 Jack Kelley was profiled in the April 2003 issue 
of Constructor. He is president 
of Nickerson & O 'Day in 
Winthrop, Maine. 
Phil Ryan is CEO of Mer-
chants Automotive Group in 
Hooksett, N.H. The Merchants 
group includes new and used 
auto dealerships, a corporate 
leasing program, 16 rental loca-
tions, and a parts and service 
division. Phil says he is excited 
about joining the company 
after working in a consulting 
capacity, and he looks forward 
to growing the existing business 
units and pursing other invest-
ment opportunities. 
67 Charlie Sisitsky serves on the Board of 
Selectmen in Framingham, 
Mass. 
70 Merico "Rico" Argentati retired in 2000, after 29 
years as a member of the tech-
nical staff of Bell Laboratories 
(under AT&T and Lucent 
Technologies) . In August 2003 
he received his Ph.D. in applied 
mathematics from the Univer-
sity of Colorado, a lifelong goal 
to which he has devoted much 
of his rime si nce retirement. 
The ride of his thesis was 
"Principal Angles Berween Sub-
spaces as Related to Rayleigh 
Quotient and Rayleigh Ritz 
Inequalities With Applications 
to Eigenvalue Accuracy and an 
Eigenvalue Solver." His research 
interests include numerical lin-
ear algebra, eigenvalue prob-
lems and finite element meth-
ods. Rico lives with his wife, 
Shannon, in Denver. In addi-
tion to his independent mathe-
matics research , he enjoys 
hiking and camping in the 
Colorado mountains. 
Dominic Forcella was elected 
to a rwo-year term on T he 
Blues Foundation's board of 
directors. He is a former presi-
dent of the Connecticut Blues 
Society and author of the weekly 
"Blues Bear" column. 
Wayne Holmes 
('86 M.S. FPE) 71 was elected a 
fellow of the Society of Fire 
Protection Engineers. He serves 
as vice president of HSB Profes-
sional Loss Control in the com-
pany's Hartford, Conn., office. 
Jim Kaufman (Ph .D) is presi-
dent of Laboratory Safety 
Institute in Natick, Mass. The 
organization, which seeks to 
improve laboratory safety in 
public schools and colleges, has 
offered seminars at WPI. 
Public Eye 
Charles Durkin '65, chairman of the Northeast Power 
Coordina ting Counci l, was q uoted in Newsday and inter-
viewed on PBS's NewsHour with Jim Lehrer in the wake 
of the summer's power fai lu res in New York and other eastern 
ci ti es . Durkin, who previously worked for Con Ed, was asked to 
compare the 2003 blackout to the one that para lyzed New York 
in 1977 ... Mass High Tech profiled Gazelle Systems' new 
CEO, Stephen Pytka '68, in its "Movers & Innovators" column ... 
The Boston Herald sports pages included a "Pro Fi le" of New 
Eng la nd PGA president Jack Gale '70, who is the head profes-
sional at Dublin [N.H.] Lake Golf Club .. . Judge Paul losapio '73 
made Newsweek's "Perspectives" page with his comment on a 
hig h-profile case in which he sentenced a man to 18 months of 
jai l for licking a stranger's feet in a Massachusetts supermarket .. . 
Robert Raslavsky '78, o ne of the original 10 "Worcester Scene" 
photographers, was the prime force behind an art exhibit, "The 
'Worcester Scene' Photographers ... 10 Years After," which 
opened at the Worcester Historical Museum in Ju ly. The 
Telegram & Gazette covered the show and wrote of 
Ras lavsky's career in aeria l photography, from Alaska to the 
Baha mas ... In its July issue, Golf Magazine ran a profile of 
course designer Mark Mungeam '83, calli ng him "refreshingly 
low-key and modest," a nd "a traditionalist with a fondness for a ll 
things o ld " ... Professor Fabio Carrera '84's work with students at 
WPl 's Ve nice Project Center wa s fea tu red in the Wired maga-
zine story "The Lost City of Venice ." Carrera was also inter-
viewed for the BBC Radio program "Europe Today" .. . WPI 
Web designer Troy Thompson '95 was named one of 
Worcester Business Journal's "40 Under 40" for 2003 . 
He was ho nored for creating the Social Web and for work done 
by his company, Daeda l Creations, on Web sites for area non-
profi ts, inc luding AIDS Project Worcester, ARTSWorcester and the 
Massac hu setts Reading Associa tion ... Defending champion Matt 
Gissel '01 competed in the 2003 National Monopoly 
Championship. He was bankrupted by stiff competition, 
which incl uded his father, Robert Gissel. 
l_-----~--









73 George Grunbeck joined R.W 
Beck Inc. in Boston as a strate-
gic business development con-
sultant and senior operations 
and performance engineer. He 
provides support to clients in 
the operation of existing power 
generation plants. 
Mark Whitley is vice president 
of operations at Quicksilver 
Resources, a natural gas and 
crude oil production company 
in Fort Worth, Texas. 
7 Douglas Briggs is general man-ager at Lincoln 
Precision Machining Co. He 
and his wife, Ruth, have four 
children. 
75 John Kelly owns and operates Kelly 
Green Acres Farm in Blandford, 
Mass., where he is active in 
town politics. He is also presi-
dent of the New England 
Vegetable and Berry Growers 
Association and managing 
general partner of AGRA-Net 
Systems. 
76 John Casey was named president of Electric Boat 








his wife, Deirdre, live in 
Westerly, R.I., and have two 
college-age children. 
77 Kevin Healey is a project executive with 
William A. Berry & Son Inc. 
Gary Loeb moved to West 
Grove, Pa., just a few miles 
from the Delaware border, with 
his wife, Leslie, and children, 
Rachel and Adam. He is now 
corporate performance manager 
for Exelon Power's fossil genera-
tion group. His manager is 
WPI grad Dave Harris '85. 
Consigli 78 Construction vice president 
Mike Walker has 15 WPI 
alumni on board, including 11 
project engineers. Apparently 
the Consigli-WP! connection is 
going strong for the Milford, 
Mass., company, with more 
new grads joining the firm each 
year. 
Chris Mather 
was named CEO 79 and a director of 
Ion Optics in Waltham, Mass. 
81 Walter Flanagan was named a vice president at 
Wright-Pierce, where he leads 
the building design services 
practice. He lives in Topsham, 
Maine. 
Stuart Shapiro (Ph.D.), far 
right, is group leader, microbi-
ology, and depury director, 
If *.~ 1.~ .  ,:.I I "-II. :_ ~ ......:::.. biological research, at Basilea Pharmaceutia AG in Basel, 
Switzerland. He and his wife, 
Corine (Bloch), and their chil-
dren live in Kilchberg. The 
photo shows him in consulta-
tion with faculry of the 
Frantisek Palack.y Universiry 
School of Medicine in the 
Czech Republic, where he was 
a guest lecturer in the autumn 
of 1999. A profile of Stuart 
appeared in SIM News, the 
newsletter of the Sociery for 
Industrial Microbiology. 
8 Scott Mathews is principal engi-neer for the 
Steward Observatory at the 
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Universiry of Arizona. He is 
a contributor to Bloomsbury 
Review, a literary magazine 
based in Denver, and the 
author of a page-a-day science 
calendar (see WPI Bookshelf) . 
Scott lives in Tucson with his 
wife, Landry, their teenage son 
and two-year-old daughter. 
Mark Scott is a 83 20-year veteran at Sikorsky 
Aircraft, with master's degrees 
from the Universiry of Mary-
land and MIT. 
Michael 8 Atamian works in San Diego as 
a senior analyst for Metron 
Inc., a consulting firm that spe-
cializes in using modeling and 
simulation techniques to assist 
corporate and government 
clients with projects ranging 
from software design to devel-
oping future weaponry for the 
Navy. He is also working on a 
master's degree in forensic sci-
ences. "On the personal side, 
I continue to enjoy traveling 
abroad whenever possible, and 
experiencing the cultural diver-
siry of the world. So (to para-
phrase a friend's comment), I 
haven't embarrassed the alma 
mater yet, but there is still 
time!" 
Kevin Conlon and his wife, 
Erin, welcomed their fifth 
child, Kelly Allison, on Sept. 
26, 2003. She joins her sisters, 
Meghan, Brenna and Cara, and 
her brother, Kyle. 
Deborah Harrow and Mark 
Blessing were married in a civil 
ceremony in London, where 
Debbie is vice president, client 
services, for Fideliry Invest-
ments. Mark is director of 
European marketing for BEA 
Systems. The couple also had a 
religious ceremony of marriage 
in Avallon, France, on Aug. 2, 
2003, which included Chris 
Erikson '83 and Karen 
(Eklof ) Erikson. 
In August 2002, Bob Kilroy 
and his wife, Deb, traveled to 
China to adopt a 10-month-old 
girl, Julia Fan. Their older 
daughter, Shauna, is 13. Bob is 
an attorney with Testa, Hurwitz 
& Thibeault in Boston. 
Jim Melvin was a finalist in the 
2003 New England Business 
and Technology Awards. The 
names of the 10 most influen-
tial e-business leaders in the 
region were announced in 
October. 
Keith Ruskin (with wife, 
Andrea, and son, Daniel) is 
director of neurosurgical anes-
thesia at Yale Universiry, where 
he is an associate professor of 
anesthesiology and neuro-
surgery. His group cares for 
patients undergoing surgery on 
the brain or spinal cord. "The 
work is challenging, but inter-
esting and very gratifying," he 
notes. "When I am not at 
work, I can usually be found 
either at home with my family 
or in the air. I recently added a 
new rating to my pilot certifi-
cate, and my family has been 
flying 'Ruskinair' all over New 
England." 
Congratulations to Paul Testa, 
who was named New H amp-
shire Secondary School Chem-
istry Teacher of the Year by 
the New England Institute of 
Chemists. He has been a mem-
ber of the W innacunnet High 
School science department 
since 1985. 
85 Paul Chodak is managing direc-tor of corporate 
technology development at 
American Electric Power. T his 
year he was 
selected as 




pate in the 
National Academy of Engi-
neering's ninth annual Frontiers 
in Engineering symposium held 
in September. 
86 Philip Colarusso is a marine biol-ogist with the 
EPA in Boston. A Washington 
Post profile described his 
research on some of the region's 
most controversial issues, 
including the environmental 
impact of the Bran ton Point 
power station and the proposed 
windmills on Nantucket Sound. 
Correction 
Classmates of Matt Parker '85, 
profiled in our summer issue 
("The View From Seven Sea 
Street," page 20), may have 
been summarily confused: we 
incorrectly identified his gradu-
ation year not once, but twice. 
We claimed he was Class of 
1987 on the cover of the issue, 
and Class of 1989 on the firs t 
page of the story. We did, 
thankfully, manage to list his 
class year correctly on the table 
of contents. We regre t the erro r 
and apologize for any inconven-
ience it may have caused. 
Desmond Cook received the 
Circle of Excellence Award at 
Cytec Industries, where he is a 
senior process engineer in the 
company's Fortier, La., plant. 
He was recognized fo r using Six 
Sigma tools to improve acry-
lonitrile reactor perfo rmance 
during methanol injection , 
resulting in improved sales, 
reduced emissions and enor-
mous savings in energy costs. 
Cook and his wife, Robin, have 
an infan t daughter. 
Christian Gellrich is a sen ior 
research engineer at SRI 
International Research. His 
recent article on airdrop behav-
ior of parachuted cargo pallets 
appeared in CPS World. 
Jeffrey Klofft is the new vice 
president of engineering at 
Reflectent Software in Lowell, 
Mass. 
Todd Moline married Tracey 
Macksoud on May 3, 2003. H e 
is president of CE Contractors 
in W inchester, Mass. 
David 
Arcidiacono 87 writes, "On May 
5, 2003, Grant Arcidiacono 
joined his older siblings, John, 
Drew and Elyse, as part of the 
Arcidiacono clan. I continue to 
work at Sikorsky Aircraft, 
where I've been since gradua-
tion." 
Daniel McNamara joined 
StarGen, a semiconductor firm 
in M arlborough, Mass., as 
director of sales for the eastern 
United States. 
Rhonda (Lamparelli) Wight 
and her husband, Kevin, 
welcomed home a daugh ter, 
Lindsay Marie, on April 29, 
2003. Lindsay joined her older 
bro ther, Brandon, 3112. 
Steve Woodard (M.S.) was 
made a vice president at the 
environmental consul ting firm 
Wood & Curran, where he 
leads the industrial was tewater 
team. H e is also an adjunct pro-





engineer with the U.S. Army 
Natick Soldier Cemer's airdrop 
technology team. H e married 
Rosemarie H arrington on May 
17, 2003. 
Joe Brown and his wife, Vicki , 
are proud to announce the 
birth of their second son, 
Matthew Pres ton, on Dec. 8, 
2002. The whole family moved 
from Greenville, S.C., to 
Clermont-Ferrand, France, 
where Joe will continue his 
work with Michelin . 
Jennifer (Almquist) Butkus 
and her husband, Michael, 
along wi th their 4-year-old 
daughter, Abigail, welcomed a 
son, N athaniel Joseph, into the 
family on D ec. 28, 2002. 
Jennifer continues as chief of 
the environmental management 
division at the U.S . M ilitary 
Academy at West Point. 
Robert Michaud is pres ident 
and a fo unding partner of 
MDM Transportation 
Consultants. The company 
opened its M arlborough, Mass., 
office in August 2003. 
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Get Off and Push: The Story of the 
Gilmore & Plffsburgh Rallroad 
by Thornton Wa ite '71 
Brueggenjohann/ Reese Inc. 
Thornton Waite 's latest book on Idaho rail-
road history tells the story of a line that should 
never have been built. Designed by a WPI 
graduate-Nathan Rockwood, Class of 
1907-it was completed in 1910 to serve a 
mine that never produced enough ore traffic to make it profitable. 
Today, only a few old railroad ties and cars remain . Waite 's other 
books include historical works on the Yellowstone and Montana 
branches of the Union Pacific. He says that he intends to keep his 
day job as a project engineer with Bechtel Idaho. 
Space: A Photo & Fact Anthology (2004 Calendar) 
by Scott Mathews ' 82 
Accord Publishing Ltd. 
Each page of this "page-a-day" desk 
calendar features a glossy color photo-
graph with an informative caption 
written by the Steward Observatory's 
principal engineer, Scott Mathews. 
The striking images come from the Hubble Space Telescope and 
from Voyager, Viking and other NASA missions. They include 
spectacular views of planets, stars and galaxies, along with photo-
graphs of the spacecraft and astronauts who made the missions 
possible. Important dates in the history of space exploration are 
noted, along with cosmic events to observe . There is also space 
to note your own appointments and events back here on Earth . 
Virtual LEGO: The Offlclal LDraw.org Gulde to 
LDraw Tools for Windows 
by Ahui Herrera '00 (MBA) (with co-authors 
Tim Courtney and Steve Bliss) 
No Starch Press 
LDraw is a suite of 3-D modeling software 
that lets LEGO® enthusiasts create computer 
models without actually buying (and storing!) 
thousands of the tiny plastic interlocking 
bricks . Herrera and his colleagues at 
LDraw.org have created a handbook for the virtual LEGO communi-
ty of enthusiasts. This comprehensive guide shows readers how to 
construct original structures using compatible CAD software and 
how to create precise documentation so those spectacular pro jects 
can be replicated or shared with friends . The companion CD-ROM 
(included) provides all the software needed to get started . Herrera, 
who works for the U.S. Department of Defense as a federal investi-
gator, is founder and president of A&M Productions, a small compa-
ny that specializes in software applications of toy enthusiasts. He 
also manages the help desk and tutorial sections of LDraw.org. 
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Susan Stuart, D .O ., joined the 
medical staff at South County 
Hospital in Wakefield, R.I. She 
completed her pediatrics intern-
ship and residency at the Naval 
Regional Medical Center in 
Portsmouth, Va. 
Nicole (Bartek) Yingling 
and her husband, Jeff, are 
proud to announce the birth 
of a daughter, Madeline Nicole, 
on D ec. 31, 2002. She joins 
her brothers, Adam, 5 '12, and 
Matthew, 4, in their Gettys-
burg, Pa., home. They are also 
happy to announce the opening 
of their new dental practice, 
Gettysburg Endodontics, on 
June 3, 2003, with Jeff as office 
manager and Nicole as endo-
dontist. ''After 11 years in the 
Air Force, it's nice to finally 
settle down!" she writes. 
Patrick 89 Brennan's New Voices monolog 
Old Flame was produced at this 
year's Summer Shorts drama 
and music festival in Waltham, 
Mass. 
Cynthia Gould spent her sum-
mer vacation exploring hydro-
thermal vents in the ocean 
floor. A science teacher at 
Southeast School in Leominster, 
M ass., she was par t of a research 
expedition to prepare for the 
NEPTUNE Project, a joint 
U.S.-Canadian effort to es tab-
lish a permanent seafloor obser-
vatory to monitor earthquake 
activity along the Juan de Fuca 
geological plate. 
James Schoonmaker is presi-
dent and CEO of Liquid 
Machines, an information-
securi ty software startup in 
Lexington, Mass. He was pro-
filed in Mass High Tech recently. 
Lars Beattie 90 completed a resi-dency at the 
NYU/Bellevue Hospital Center 
and has started work at Mount 
Sinai School of Medicine, 
where he trains new residents in 
the emergency department. 
His clinical time is spent at the 
Level I Trauma Center of Elm-
hurst Hospital in New York 
City. 
Michael Donahue and his 
wife, Kenda, announce the 
birth of Alex Michael on June 
24, 2003. 
Bill Keefe teamed up with an 
old high school friend to pur-
chase Bradco Chair Co. in 
Lisbon, Maine, this year. A 
graduate of the University of 
Maine School of Law, he previ-
ously lived and worked in the 
Boston area. 
Chris Manton is a software 
engineer with Google in San 
Mateo, Calif. 
Ker Zhang (Ph.D.) , CEO of 
VIA Telecom, was appointed 
to the board of directors of 
Communications International. 
Rob Bennett 
married Alana 91 Moore in 
Honolulu, on March 29, 2003 . 
They live in Seattle, where Rob 
is vice president of marketing 
for Pure Networks. 
Robert Gregory continues at 
the Undersea Naval Warfare 
Center in Newport, R.I. H e 
married Kristine Canepa on 
May 17, 2003. 
Felipe Holguin joined the 
newly formed Miami office of 
Huron Consulting as a manag-
ing director. He brings experi-
ence in Latin American busi-
ness from his previous positions 
with Banc of America Securities 
and Smith Barney. 
Daniel Meldrum is vice presi-
dent of sales at Electro 
Abrasives Corp. He previously 
worked for Saint-Gobain. 
Scott Plicta was promoted to 
vice president and co-CIO of 
Bentley Systems Inc. in Exton, 
Pa. When not burning the mid-
night oil at work, he and his 
wife, Sharon, are busy with 
their two-year-old twins, and 
with rearranging their home to 
make room fo r their third 
child, due in D ecember. 
9 2 Lisa (Harlow) and Eric Patacchiola '93 
are proud to announce the 
birth of their daughter, Sarah 
Jean, on June 11 , 2003. T hey 
live in Quincy, Mass. 
Maureen Hoke has returned to 
O 'Brien & Gere Engineers as a 
senior project manager in the 
Edison, N .J , office. She previ-
ously ran her own consulting 
firm in Norwich, Conn., fo r 
two years, and worked fo r 
Keystone Associates in 
Binghamton, N .Y., from 
1998 to 2003. 
Kim (Bloch) and Scott 
Sullivan '91 had a son, 
Benjamin, on Feb. 12, 2003. 
They live in Amston, Conn. 
93 Beth Abramovitz and Edward 
Diamantis announce their 
engagement. Ed is serving with 
the Army in Baghdad, as a cap-
tain. When he returns, he will 
resume work as supervisor of 
computer network operations 
for Time Warner Cable's New 
York and New Jersey offices . 
Beth works fo r Langan Engi-
neering and Environmental 
Services in Doylestown, Pa. She 
will receive her M.S. in civil 
engineering from Drexel 
University in June. 
Susan (Cusick) Hill, her 
husband, Bruce, and daughter 
Veronica Claire announce the 
birth of Alexander Joseph on 
May 19, 2003. They live in 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
James Murphy was married 
on June 20, 2003, to Isabella 
Yi-Wei Tai, a graduate student 
at UConn, where he earned a 
master's degree and a doctorate. 
H e is now doing postdoctoral 
research at the Yale School of 
Medicine. 
Schirmer Engineering selected 






Carmel, N .Y. 
9 4 John Chap-delaine moved from Erie, Pa., 
to Connecticut, where he is 
now a senior quality engineer at 
the Schick factory in Milford. 
Stephen and Heather 
(Polacek) '93 Kapushoc 
announce the birth of a son, 
Lucian T homas, on April 17, 
2003. T hey are all living hap-
pily in Cheshire, Conn. 
It's twins for Tim Mcinerney 
and his wife, Zoe-Maja. 
Alexander Liam and Connor 
Leif were born on Nov. 27, 
2002. "Both boys are doing 
well," writes Tim, "and their 
parents are very, very tired ." 
9 5 Jeff Baron was married to Kimberly Ansell 
on July 26, 2003. Brian Smith 
was best man, and Marc 
Kazigian read the wedding 
blessings during the ceremony. 
Brian Cohen, a software engi-
neer at Cisco Sys tems, is work-
ing on an MBA from WPI. 
Joshua Greene (M.S. FPE) 
is associate manager for the 
Chicago office of Rolf Jensen & 
Assoc. His article on applica-
tion of smoke control codes 
appeared in HPAC Engineering 
recently. 
Amanda Huang married Jose 
Francisco Losada at Higgins 
H ouse on Feb. 1, 2003. The 
couple honeymooned in Bel-
gium, France and Holland, 
before returning home to 
Shrewsbury, Mass . After receiv-
ing her MBA from Babson 
College, Amanda is a program 
manager at EMC in Hopkinton 
WPI'S ALUMNI E-NEWSLETTER 
Staying connected to WP! is as easy as reading your e-mail. 
Ciot 10 seconds? T hat's all it takes to sign up for 
The Bridge, WPI's monthly electronic newsletter 
packed with timely news and events. W ith a few 
clicks of your mouse you'll receive the latest WPI 
news and events in your inbox every month. 
www.wpi.edu/ +Alumni/ enews.html 
The Bridge is published by the Alumni Association and the editori~ 
staff of Transformations magazine. It is intended for WPI alumni 
and the greater university community. 
and Jose is a manager at 
Verizon. Shown here with the 
bride are Wendy Butkus Kelly, 
Susan Moreira Chavez '96, 
Polyxane Mertzanis Muller 
and Kristin Sullivan Rider. 
Heidi Huggett married Marc 
O 'Connor on April 26, 2003. 
WPI classmates at the wedding 
included maid of honor 
Jennifer Rice, Jennifer 
Burzynski and Jay Lamb. 
H eidi is in her third year of 
residency in internal medicine 
at New England Medical 
Center in Boston. 
D avid Jakad's Entrepren-
eurship Network launched a 
new talk show on AM radio 
station WBZT in West Palm 
Beach, Fla. Targeted at prospec-
tive entrepreneurs in the West 
Palm Beach, Boca Raton and 
Ft. Lauderdale area, the show 
features interviews with success-
ful business owners and service 
providers, including attorneys, 
venture capitalists and financial 
advisors. His Web site is 
jakad. com. 
Jim Lagrant and his wife, 
Trish, announce the birth of a 
daughter, Sophie Rose, on June 
21, 2003. T hey live in Oxford, 
Pa. Jim works as process engi-
neer in the fuel cell technology 
group at WL. Gore & Assoc. 
Trish is pursing a master's 
degree in education. 
Joseph Michienzi joined R.W 
Beck in Boston as an operations 
and performance engineer. 
Kristin (Sullivan) and James 
Rider '94 announce the birth 
of twin daughters, Julia and 
Leah, Dec. 12, 2002. T hey live 
in Shrewsbury, Mass. 
On Sept. 28, 2003, Bill 
Stanksky married the love of 
his life, Sherry H anchuruck. 
"The downpour of rain in 
Connecticut that day did not 
dampen our spirits," he writes, 
"and we appreciated our two-
week honeymoon in H awaii all 
the more!" Bill is a D .C. at the 
Tolland Chiropractic Center. 
Patrick Sullivan works for 
Kidde-Fenwal in Ashland, 
Mass. 









96 Jessica (Soucy) and Jeffrey Barnes pub-
lished their latest manuscript in 
Science magazine. It appears in 
the October 17 issue with the 
tide "Requirement of Mam-
malian Timeless for Circadian 
Rhyrhmicity. " 
Sue (MacPherson) and Eric 
Kristoff '94 proudly announce 
the birth of their first child, 
Perrin Joseph, on May 23, 
2003. In addition to parental 
duties, Sue is managing loco-
motive crashworthiness activi-
ties at Foster-Miller, and Eric is 
a senior Internet developer at 
PTC. They live in Leominster, 
Mass. 
Christian Kuiawa works for 
American Power Conversion in 
West Kingston, R.I. 
Amy (Plack) and Greg Marr 
'95 welcomed their first child, 
Ainsley Elizabeth, into the 
world on Oct. 1, 2003. As is 
only fitting for the daughter 
ofWPI's director of Web 
development, Ainsley has 
her very own Web site at 
http:! /baby. themarrs.net/. 
Carla (Caputo) and Jeffrey 
Modderno '95 announce the 
birth of their daughter, Rebecca 
Rose, born Aug. 1, 2003. They 
live in Northbridge, Mass, with 
their dog, Tucker. 
Jesse Parent is director of 
Internet technology at 
Datamark Inc., a small direct 
advertising firm in Salt Lake 
City. He has been attending 
and performing at improv 
events around the country, 
including the 6th Annual 
Chicago Improv Festival and 
the 5th Annual Del Close 
Improv Marathon in New York 
City. 
Rich Santora married Michelle 
Mach recently. He serves as a 
process engineer and fused 
material manager in Incom 
Inc., a manufacturer of fused 
fiber-optic materials in Charlton, 
Mass. He also works as a para-
medic for Worcester EMS. 
97 Brian Lakin and his wife, Michelle, 
announce the birth of their 
daughter, Shayna Naomi, on 
Aug. 12, 2003 . They live in 
Hamden, Conn. 
Many WPI friends joined 
Rebecca Prince and Lawrence 
Byrne '99 for their wedding 
on July 5, 2003. After a honey-
moon in Thailand, they reside 
in Cranston, R.I. Rebecca 
works in Worcester as research 
engineer and coordinator for 
UMass Medical School. 
Lawrence is a research engineer 
at Busek Co. 
Philip Roy and Kimberly 
Haggerty were married Aug. 4, 
2001. They live in Hamden, 
Conn. He completed his MBA 
at Southern Connecticut State 
University in December 2002, 
and is now a senior design engi-
neer at United Surgical Corp., a 
division of Tyco. 
Giving Tree Bears Fruit 
Class of 2003 senior gift chairs, from left, Anthony M ontano, 
Allyson Barford, Christina Watson and Scott Martin, cultivat-
ed a fresh crop of support for WPI. Their "Givi ng Tree" ban-
ner sprouted another leaf or cherry with each new donor. 
The $13 ,300 gift total boasted a record-setting 37 percent 
participation rate, raising the bar by a full 10 percentage 
points . Their generosity was commemorated with a tree plant-
ed in Reunion Plaza. 
Dianna Carlson 
and Jared 98 Berube were 
married in May 2003. She 
works for Pratt & Whitney 
while pursing an MBA at 
N ichols College. He works for 
United Abrasives. 
Julie Davis is engaged to Keith 
Richard. They plan to marry on 
Sept. 5, 2004. Julie recently cel-
ebrated her fourth year at 
Genzyme Corp. in Cambridge 
with a promotion to principal 
research associate. 
James Formato (M.S.) teaches 
physics, astronomy and plane-
tary science at St. Bernard's 
High School in Fitchburg, 
Mass. 
Christopher Gauvin is a senior 
quality engineer with Davol 
Inc. 
Michael Olivieri and Laura 
Cooper '99 were married May 
24, 2003. She is a pediatrics 
resident at Hasbro Children's 
Hospital in Providence. He is a 
consultant for Accenture in 
Boston. 
Karla (Eignor) and John 
Reynolds '96 welcomed their 
first child on June 6, 2003. Her 
name is Rebecca Clara. 
Amy Sinyei completed her 
MBA at the University of 
Rhode Island. She is currently 
looking for a new career in 
Rhode Island, where she has 
purchased a home with her 
fiance, Mark Andrade, and 
their puppy, Kansas. 
Honoring Greatness: Distinguished Alumni Awards 
The Alumni Association Citations Committee is seeking nominations for the 2004 Distinguished Alumni Awards . 
Established in 1961, the awards recognize professional achievement by WPI alumni and service involvement 
with the Alumni Association and the university. For a full description of the awards, citations of past recipients, 
and to submit a nomination : 
www.wpi.edu/ +Alumni/ Awards 
Tim Bosco 99 moved to Pirrs-burgh to pursue 
a graduare degree at Carnegie 
Mellon. H e wrires char his 
Boston Eagles aviation program 
(bostoneagles. tripod.com) will 
be on hiatus umil he graduates 
in May 2005. A licensed pilot, 
Tim started the all-volumeer 
program ar H anscom Field to 
help get young people exci ted 
abour flying. 
Linda (Cappuccia) and Robert 
Grelotti '98 are pleased to 
announce the birth of rheir 
daughrer, Michele Ann, on 
April 10, 2003. T hey live in 
Newington, Conn. 
Jeffrey Roberts lives in Vernon, 
Conn., wirh his wife and 
daughrer. H e is vice presidem 
fo r sales and markering ar 
Roberts & Sons Priming, rhe 
firm founded by his parems 
in 198 1. 
Marine Corps 
1 sr Lr. Andrew 00 Careau recently 
returned from an eighr-momh 
deploymem in Liberia with the 
26th M arine Expeditionary 
Unir. 
Jim and Katrina (Miller) 
Walter live in Poway, Calif., 
where rhey are dollar-a-game 
coaches for rhe San Diego 
SunFire women's tackle foo rball 
ream. Katrina, a lineman for 
rhe team, is recuperating from a 
knee injury. Jim serves as offen-
sive line coach, and Katrina 
assists with coaching and film-
ing. H e works as a protein 
chemist and she is a chemical 
engmeer. 
1st Lr. 
Michael 0 DiCaprio 
is serving as a platoon 
leader in Alpha Com-
pany, 84 th Engineer 
Barralion of rhe 25 rh 
Lighr lnfamry Division. 
Stationed at Schofield 
Barracks in H awaii, he 
recently deployed to rhe 
Philippines, where he 
and his platoon worked 
on construcring schools 
for rural communiries. 
Michael Jacene recendy 
moved back to M assa-
chuserrs, where he is 
working for D epuy 
Acromed in Raynham. 
H e and his wife, Sara, 
are expecting rheir sec-
ond child in February. 
Peter Kudarauskas 
works fo r the EPA in 
Boston, and is a second 




and Jim Thatcher '00 
were married on Sepe. 28, 
2002. T he wedding parry 
included Shauna Malone, 
Nick Cannata '01, Kurt 
Onofrey '04 and Suzanne's sis-
ter, Michelle. Afrer a honey-
moon in the Caribbean and 
Orlando, they are living in their 
new home in Bedford, N .H. 
Donald Contois ('03 M.S. 
FPE) left his digs at the Wesr 
Auburn Fire Srarion and moved 
to Brimfield, Mass., after com-
plering his mas ter's degree. H e 
cominues as a fire protection 
engineer wirh R.W Sullivan in 
Boston . 
Meghan Fraizer has started 
her own business, making 
custom quilts. Visit her at 
www.megsquilts.com. 
Faded sweatshirts look great 
as they get older, but eventu· 
ally they do fade away. That 
WPI mug won't last forever, 
and eventually you will lose 
your cap ... but you don't have 
to lose faith. 
This is not a problem of engi· 
neering proportions ... not when 
your WPI bookstore has all 
those things, and a whole 
lot more. 
Jackets, diploma frames, JAJN 
alumni chairs, even afghans 
and stadium blankets are just 
a click away at wpibooks.com. 
If it's easier for you to call, our 
toll-free number is 1 ·888-wpi· 
books. And if you happen to 
be nearby, come visit us at 
the Campus Center. 
Jody Kenniston ('03 M.S. CE) 
is a project engineer wirh 




Foundation gram to arrend the 
new Johns Hopkins Informa-
tion Securi ty Insrirute, as one of 
20 srudems funded rhrough rhe 
governmem 's Scholarship for 
Service program. The funding 
will enable him to complete an 
MSSI (masrer of science in 
securi ty information) degree, 
in exchange for two years of 
service to the federal govern-





Karen Kiver '93 (MBA) is an 
administrator at Clark M anor 
H ealrhcare Cemer 
in Worcester. 
School of lndustricil 
\1ar<J,..._,.,.....,.,., 1'" 
Jim Bates '85 serves as admin-
istrative assistant in Upton, 
Mass., where he lives wirh his 
wife, Ben e Jane, and rheir three 
children. 
On Duty in Iraq As Transformations wem to press, the following Army office rs were serving in Iraq: l sr Lr. Nicholas Macsata '01, para-
chute rigging platoon leader, 82nd Airborne Division (to deploy D ecember 2003); 2nd Lr. James Hart '02, ami-rank platoon leader, Delea 
Company, 1-105 Parachure lnfamry Regimem, 82nd Airborne Division; and 2nd Lr. Christopher Cammack '03, 3/29 Field Artillery 
Barralion, 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 4th lnfamry Division. Marine reservist Cpl. Justin Lutz '02 returned in Seprember from acrive dury 
in Iraq and Kuwait, where he served with the 6th Motor Transport Barralion. 









Jacob J. Jaffee '28 of Shrews-
bury, Mass. , 
died July 17, 
2003 . He 
leaves his 
wife, Doris, 
a son, a 
daughter 
and four grandchildren. His 
first wife, Freida (Baskin), 
died in 1979. Jaffee, a graduate 
of New England School of 
Accounting, worked as a certi-
fied public accountant in 
Worcester for 53 years. He 
belonged to Alpha Epsilon Pi 
Albert S. Corbin '30 of 
Clifton, Va. , died March 5, 
2001. A retired real estate oper-
ator, he married Jeannette 
Howard in 1933. He belonged 
to Phi Sigma Kappa. 
Vernon E. Wade '30 of York, 
Pa., died Feb. 27, 2003. He 
leaves his wife, E. Elizabeth 
(Farrar), two sons, eight grand-
children and eight great-grand-
children. Wade was retired as 
chief chemist for Kelly 
Springfield Tire Co. He 
belonged to Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
Henry H. Terry '31 of Naples, 
Fla., died Feb. 1, 2003. 
Predeceased by his wife, Ruth 
(Eckhardt), he leaves a son, a 
daughter, four grandchildren 
and a great-grandson. Terry 
joined Martin Marietta in 
1959 as director of plant engi-
neering and retired in 1976. 
He belonged to Sigma Phi 
Epsilon. 
Transformations recently 
learned of the death of Joseph 
P. Tulk.a '3 1 in 1999. Husband 
of Mary Psichos, he was a 
retired agent for Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Co. 
Robert W. Blake '33 of 
Binghamton, N.Y., died March 
15, 2003. Predeceased by his 
wife, Barbara, he leaves a son, a 
daughter, nine grandchildren, 
five great-grandchildren and a 
very close friend, Virginia 
Keefe. Blake was a longtime 
electrical engineer for New 
York State Electric and Gas 
Corp. He belonged to Theta 
Chi. 
Guy A. Cummings '33 of Sun 
City, Calif., died April 21 , 
2003. A retired sales manager 
for Udylite Corp., a division of 
Occidental Petroleum, he is 
survived by a niece and three 
nephews. He belonged to 
Alpha Tau Omega. 
Harold Narcus '34 of 
Worcester died July 10, 2003. 
His wife, Eva (Gilvarg), died in 
1986. Survivors include a son, 
two daughters, four grandchil-
dren and a great-grandchild. 
Narcus was president and tech-
nical adviser of the former 
Electro-Chemical Industries. 
He later served as an engineer-
ing consultant to Norton Co. 
and its successor, Saint-Gobain 
Ceramics & Plastics. Narcus 
was the author of Metallizing 
of Plastics and of numerous 
technical articles. He belonged 
to Alpha Epsilon Pi. 
Shepard B. Palmer Jr. '34 of 
Norwich, Conn., died July 21, 
2003. He leaves his wife, 
Geneva (Smith), three daugh-
ters and three grandchildren. 
Palmer was a partner in 
Chandler & Palmer (later 
Chandler, Palmer & King) 
from 1939 until his retirement 
in 1978. 
Lester L. Libby '35 of Los 
Altos, Calif., 
died Dec. 





ters. Libby's pioneering work in 
electronics and aerospace engi-
neering has been preserved in 
the Stanford and Silicon Valley 
Archives Project. The papers 
donated by his family include 
notes and workbooks from his 
studies at WPI, including 
rough drafts of the thesis for 
his 1936 master's degree in 
electrical engineering. Libby 
was a member of Sigma Xi. 
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Alan F. Shepardson '36 of 
Pittsfield, Mass., died Feb. 24, 
2003. His wife, the former 
Marjorie Shumaker, died in 
1999. Surviving family mem-
bers include two daughters and 
three sons. Shepardson was a 
chemical consultant for Cort-
land Grinding Wheels and 
Bendix Corp. He belonged to 
Phi Gamma Delta. 
Jarl A. Carlson '37 of 
Bedford, 




by his first 
wife, Elsa 
(Bottcher) , he leaves a son, a 
daughter, three grandchildren, 
six great-grandchildren and his 
former wife, Emily Carlson. 
Jarl Carlson was retired from 
New England Steel Fabricators. 
He belonged to Phi Sigma 
Kappa. 
Lawrence F. Powers '37 of 
Hopkinton, N.Y., died Jan. 18, 
2003. Survivors include his 
wife, Sara (Beecher) , two sons 
and a daughter. Powers was a 
retired designer for Niagara 
Mohawk. 






by his wife, 
Leota 
(Palmer), he leaves two daugh-
ters and a grandson. Prokop 
was a paint chemist at DeSoto 
Inc., where he also served as 
sales and operations manager. 
A Presidential Founder, he 
established the Richard Prokop 
Fund, which supports general 
operations at WPI. He 
belonged to Theta Chi. 





2003 . He 
was a retired 
engineer for 
General Electric. His wife, 
Dorothy (Crocker), prede-
ceased him. A daughter, a son, 
and two grandchildren survive. 
Whitcomb belonged to 
Lambda Chi Alpha. 
Ralph L. Berry '38 died 
March 12, 2003, at his home 
in Easton, Mass. Predeceased 
by his wife, Helen (Marden), 
he leaves a son, a daughter and 
two grandchildren. Berry was 
owner and operator of the 
Ralph L. Berry Radio & 
Television Repair Service until 
he retired in 1975. He contin-
ued as pianist and organist, 
playing lunchtime concerts at 
senior citizen functions. He 
belonged to Lambda Chi 
Alpha. 
Robert P. D ay '38 of 
Wethersfield, Conn. , died June 
12, 2003. He spent his career 
with Industrial Risk Insurers, 
where he helped establish fire 
safety standards for the nuclear 
power industry. He retired as 
chief engineer. Predeceased by 
his wife, Beatrice, he is sur-
vived by his son James A. Day 
'65, another son and a grand-
daughter. He belonged to 
Lambda Chi Alpha. 
Cmdr. Robert A. Evans '38 of 
Ocala, Fla., 






Northeast Utilities as vice presi-
dent of generation engineering. 
He belonged to Pi Tau Sigma 
and Phi Gamma Delta. 
Transformations recendy 
learned of the death of 
William F. O'Brien '38 in 
1998. He leaves his wife, 
Dorothy (Kelly), and three 
children. O 'Brien was retired 
from the U.S. Treasury. A grad-
uate of Boston Universiry, he 
belonged to Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon. 
Wilfred T. "Bill" Blades '40 
of aples, Fla., died Dec. 29, 
2001 . His wife, Violet, died in 
2002. Survivors include rwo 
sons, a daughter, ten grandchil-
dren and three great-grandchil-
dren. Blades was retired from 
U. . Steel, where he supervised 
the company's early quali ry 
assurance teams. He belonged 
to Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
William T. Christopher '40 of 
Lansdale, Pa., died O ct. 25, 
2001 . H e was a retired engi-
neer for Rose Printing Co. 
Survivors include his wife, 
Katherine, three sons and rwo 
daughters. 
Carl G. Flygare Jr. '40 of 
Holden, 
Mass ., died 
May 6, 




(Mancevice), a son, rwo daugh-
ters and three grandchildren. 
Flygare was a mechan ical engi-
neer for Norton Co. fo r 35 
years. H e belonged to Phi 
Sigma Kappa. 
Kenneth H. McClure '40, 
retired chairman of K. H. 
McClure & Co., died Oct. 13, 
2002. A graduate of the 
Universiry of Pennsylvania, he 
belonged to Alpha Tau Omega. 
Surviving are his wife, Mary 
(Rule), and three daughters. 
Sherman Gilbert "Buck'' 
Davis '41 of South Dennis, 
Mass., died Jan. 31, 2003. 
H e leaves his wife, Lillian 
(Moldaw), a son and a daugh-
ter. Davis transferred to the 
Universiry of Massachusetts in 
1939 and earned his bachelor's, 
master's and doctoral degrees 
there. H e was the retired direc-
tor of product development fo r 
the GIBCO division of Dexter 
Corp. H e belonged to Sigma 
Xi and Pi Tau Sigma. 
George P. Scott '43 of 
Vermillion, 
S.D. , died 
April 14, 
2002. H e 
leaves his 
wife, M . 
Louise 
(H ampshire), four daughters, a 
son, 10 grandchildren and one 
great-grandchild. A longtime 
chemistry professor at the 
Universiry of South Dakota, 
Sco tt served as head of the 
H onors Department for many 
years. 
William J. Cogoli '44 of 
Shrewsbury, 
Mass., died 





1998. Survivors include a son, 
a daughter and rwo grandsons. 
Cogoli was a mechanical engi-
neer at Rockwood Sprinkler for 
17 years, and later at American 
Optical Corp. for 20 years. H e 
belonged to Phi Kappa Theta. 








self-employed as a consul ting 
engineer. H e belonged to 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and 
Sigma Xi. 
Henry L. Merritt '45 of 
H ardand, Vt. , died May 9, 
2003. He leaves his wife, 
Cordelia (Newton) , two daugh-
ters, three stepdaughters, and a 
granddaughter. He was prede-
ceased by a daughter. Merritt 
was a partner in Vermont Log 
Buildings and a self-employed 
carpenter. H e also hatched 
chickens and produced maple 
syrup from 800 sugar maple 
trees he planted in 1946. 
Charles F. Keith '46 of 
Lancaster, N.H. , died Feb. 18, 
2003. H e leaves his wife, 
Margaret (Ridgely), a son, a 
daughter and two grandchil-
dren. H e was predeceased by a 
son. Keith joined Stinehour 
Press as a pressman and es tab-
lished himself as a scholarly 
editor and book designer. A 
collection of his work is on 
permanent display at Tabor 
Academy. 
Charles B. Miczek '46, former 
vice president and director of 
engineering for Stone & 
Webster, died Feb. 28, 2003. A 
longtime resident of Braintree, 
Mass ., he is survived by his 
wife, T heresa (Henault), a son, 
four daughters and five grand-
children. H e belonged to Phi 
Kappa T heta. 








survive him. Mark was retired 
from General Electric with 40 
years of service, first in manu-
facturing engineering and later 
in personnel management. 
Walter A. Skers '47 of Solon, 
Ohio, died Feb. 25, 2003. 
Predeceased by his wife, 
Elizabeth, he leaves his friend 
and companion, Rose 
Mes tancik. Skers was retired as 
chief industrial engineer for 
National Acme Co. H e was a 
member of the Alden Sociery. 








(Whittemore), three daughters 
and five grandchildren. Hine 
was retired as an officer and 
director of Carreau Smith Inc. 
H e was a member of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon. 
Benjamin D. Richter '48 of 
Fort Worth, Texas, died Sept. 
26, 2001. H e leaves his wife, 
Janet, two sons, a daughter and 
six grandchildren. Richter was 
a retired marketing executive 
for Texas Industries. H e 
belonged to Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
Stanley E. Rose '48 of Salem, 
Mass., died June 14, 2003. H e 
leaves his wife, Jeanne (Hirsch), 
two sons, a daughter and seven 
grandchildren. Rose was a 
member of the research and 
development staff of MITRE 
Corp., where he worked on 
guidance systems fo r tracking 
antiballistic missiles. H e later 
formed Stanley E. Rose 
Associates. H e belonged to 
Alpha Epsilon Pi. 
George J. Zewski '48 of West 
Palm Beach, Fla. , died March 
20, 2003. H e leaves his wife, 
Frances, rwo daughters, five 
grandchildren and three great-
grandchildren. H e was a retired 
aeronautical engineer for Pratt 
& Whitney, where he helped 
develop the jet engine for the 
SR-71 Blackhawk aircraft , and 
fuel pumps for the space shut-
de. H e belonged to Sigma Xi. 
Louis J. Dougall '49 of 
Worcester died July 8, 2003. 
Predeceased by his wife, Ann 
(Bruozis), he leaves a son, a 
daughter and rwo grandchil-
dren. Dougall was a retired 
auditor with the Massachusetts 
Department of Revenue. 








A. Paul Feeney '49 of Vero 
Beach, Fla., died July 12, 2003. 
He leaves his wife, Mary 
Louise, seven daughrers and six 
grandchildren. Feeney was 
rerired from Prarr & Whimey, 
where he worked for 35 years. 
He belonged to Phi Kappa 
Th era. 
John E. McCarthy '49 died 
Jan . 4, 2002. A self-employed 
consulram, he lived in 
Downey, Calif., wirh his wife, 
Fairh (Bonesio). He belonged 
to Thera Chi. 








China, died May 27, 2003. He 
leaves his wife, Margarer Lui, a 
son and rwo grandsons. Mei 
earned a masrer's degree in lib-
eral arts ar Illinois lnsrirure of 
Technology, and rerurned to 
China in 1954 to engage in 
reaching and research. H e 
belonged ro Tau Bera Pi and 
Sigma Xi . 








(Magnusson), rhree daughrers, 
a son and eighr grandchildren. 
Winslow was rerired from rhe 
Rock Island Arsenal. He held 
several parems for innovarions 
in rhe fire-fighring indusrry. He 
belonged to Thera Chi. 
Lawson Traphagen "Trap" 
Hill Jr. '50 died April 22, 
2003. He was presidem of Hill 
Brorhers, a caralog shoe com-
pany wirh six rerail stores in 
rhe Boston area, and founder 
of several orher mail order and 
markering consulring firms. 
Hill published several books on 
rhe subjecr, including How to 
Build a Multimillion Dollar 
Catalog Mail Order Business by 
Someone Who Did. Survivors 
include his wife, Marcia, of 
Jackson, N.H., a son, a daugh-
rer and five grandchildren. 
Transformations recen dy 
learned of rhe dearh of 
Arlington Kenneth Stewart 
'50 in 1993. Husband of 
Margarer (Blackler), he was a 
former presidem of Teledyne 
Pines, a division of Teledyne 
Inc. Srewarr earned a masrer's 
degree in elecrrical engineering 
ar WPI and belonged to 
Sigma Xi, Tau Bera Pi and 
Era Kappa Nu. 
Alton L. Penniman '51 died 
March 15, 2003. He leaves his 
wife, Vivian, rwo sons, a 
daughrer and rhree grandchil-
dren. Penniman was an elecrri-
cal engineer for Philadelphia 
Elecrric Co. He rerired to Cape 
Cod and spem wimers in rhe 
Coachella Valley of California, 
where he and his wife larer 
builr a permanem home in La 
Quima. He belonged to Phi 
Sigma Kappa. 
Donald K. White '51 of 
Livonia, Mich., died Nov. 24, 
2002. A rerired sales engineer 
for orron Co., he belonged 
to Alpha Tau Omega. Survivors 
include his wife, Janer, and rwo 
sons. 
David R. Fairbanks '52 of 
Holliston, Mass. , died June 18, 
2003. He worked for Rayrheon 
and larer rerired from Draper 
Laboratories, where he special-
ized in rhermal analysis, design 
and resring. A sisrer and rwo 
nieces survive him. Fairbanks 
belonged to Pi Delra Epsilon. 
Tauno K. Wuorinen '53 of 
onh Reading, Mass., died 
Dec. 27, 2002. He leaves his 
wife, Kaarina, and rwo daugh-
rers. H e was predeceased by a 
son. Wuorinen was rerired 
from Cambridge Elecrric & 
Lighr as an elecuical engineer. 
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Charles W. Fall '56 of 
Syracuse, N.Y., died June 30, 
2003 . He leaves his wife, Janice 
(Perry), rwo daughrers, a son 
and eighr grandchildren. Fall 
was rerired from Carrier Corp. 
wirh 39 years of service. He 
belonged to Phi Sigma Kappa. 
James W. Green '56 died 
May 25, 2003, ar his home in 
Shrewsbury, Mass. He was 
rerired from a 30-year career 
wirh Polaroid Corp. as a 
mechanical engineer. Two 
daughrers and four grandchil-
dren survive him. Green 
belonged to Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon. 








Building and Developmem 
Corp. umil 1997, he also 
worked wirh local companies 
on rerail and residemial proj-
ecrs in rhe Sourhwesr. 
Surviving family members 
include a son, five daughrers 
and eighr grandchildren. A son 
and a grandson died before 
him. He belonged to Sigma 
Phi Epsilon and Skull. 
John B. Vesey '58 of Srerling, 
Va., died June 19, 2002. He 
leaves his wife, Dororhy, and 
four children. A graduare of 
Covenam Theological Semi-
nary, he was principal of 
Keystone Chrisrian Academy 
and presidem of Mediaror 
Minisrries. 
Carl M. Frova '59 of Simi 
Valley, 
Calif., died 
ar home on 
June 30, 
2003, after a 
four-year 
barde wirh 
amyorrophic lareral sclerosis, 
also known as Lou Gehrig's dis-
ease. He leaves his wife, 
Barbara, a son, rwo daughrers 
and five grandchildren. 
Anorher daughrer predeceased 
him. He was an execurive wirh 
Emerson Elecrric Co. and larer 
esrablished a housecleaning 
service, The Maids of Vemura 
Counry. Frova received rhe 
Courage Award and was recog-
nized by Jerry Lewis for his 
efforts on behalf of rhe 
Muscular Dysrrophy 
Associarion. 
John F. "Jack" Joyce III '60 
(MNS) of Harwich, Mass., 
died Jan. 14, 2003. He leaves 
his wife, Elizaberh (Benoir), a 
son, rwo daughrers and rhree 
grandchildren. A V-12 graduare 
of Bares College, Joyce was 
retired from a teaching career 
that included posts in 
Rockland and Framingham. 
William M. Spry '60 was 
found dead in his Stow, Mass. , 
home on April 19, 2003, along 
with his wife. Police are investi-
gating his death as a murder-
suicide. Spry was rerired from 
Digital Equipmem Corp. He 
belonged to Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
Richard Lyon Jr. '62 (MNS) 
of Hubbardston, Mass., died 
June 27, 2003, at rhe age of 
72. He leaves his wife, Marion 
(Rhodes), seven sons, rwo 
daughrers, 20 grandchildren 
and three great-grandchildren. 
A graduate of Colby College, 
he raughr in rhe Athol, 
Templeton, Gardner and 
Quabbin Regional high schools 
and retired in 1990. 
Howard L. "Jack'' McGill '62 
of Yarmourh Pon, Mass. , died 
March 7, 2003, after a battle 
with esophageal cancer. He 
starred at WPI wirh the Class 
of 1962 and received his 
B.S.E.E. in 1965. He leaves his 
wife, Grace (Tabacco), a son, 
rwo daughters, and four grand-
children. McGill was retired 
from Gillerre Co. as a program 
manager, after 30 years of 
service. 
l 
Edward J. Nelpi '62 (SIM) of 
Westborough, Mass., died July 
23, 2003. H e was 88. His wife, 
Mary (Egasti), survives, along 
with rwo daughters, rwo grand-
children and a great-grand-
child. Nelpi was a cusromer 
service manager at Bay State 
Abrasives, where he worked for 
43 years. 
Charles R. El&eich '63 of 
Keene, N .H ., died Sepr. 10, 
2002. A self-employed civil 
engineer in Westchester 
Counry, N.Y. , he moved ro 
New H ampshire in 2000 ro 
work on state traffi c and trans-
portation projects. Survivors 
include rwo sons, a daughter, 
five grandchildren and his fo r-
mer wife, Mary Lou Cannone. 
H e belonged ro Phi Kappa 
Theta. 
Peter A. Michaelian '63 
(SIM) of Fitchburg, Mass ., 
died Feb. 18, 2001 , at age 7 1. 
H e leaves his wife, MaryAnn 
(Barbaro) , a son, a daughter 
and a grandson. His first wife, 
Norma (Dean), died in 1981. 
Michaelian was retired from 
the post of vice president of 
human resources at the fo rmer 
Foster Grant Co. 
Stephen B. Brownell '64 of 
Brandon, Fla., died March 18, 
2003. H e leaves his wife, 
Kathleen, three daughters and 
rwo grandchildren. H e was 
retired as founder and principal 
of Brownell Construction Co. 
A member of T heta Chi , he 
earned a mas ter's degree from 
Stanford Universiry. 
WPI Athletic H all of Fame 
member Kenneth B. Adrian 
'65 of Safery H arbor, Fla., died 
April 25, 2003. A consultant 
for ADP Inc., he leaves his 
wife, Jean. Adrian was captain 
of the WPI golf team. H e 
belonged ro Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
Former Newspeak editor 
Gerard G. Charest '66 died 
July 16, 
2003, at his 
Rochester, 
Mass., 
home. H e is 
survived by 
his wife, 
Lorraine (Beaulieu), rwo sons, 
a daughter and rwo grandchil-
dren. Charest was vice presi-
dent of Tibbetts Engineering 
Corp. H e belonged ro Phi 
Kappa Theta. 
John J. Szostek '69 of 
Rehoboth, Mass ., died June 19, 
2003. H e leaves his wife, 
Cheryl (Guglielmo) , a son and 
a daughter. Szostek was presi-
dent and owner of INFO-
LITE, a maker of lighted dis-
play signs. H e previously was 
vice president of BLH Electric. 
H e belonged ro Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon. 
Robert D. Williams '71 of 
Newingron, Conn., a sales and 
production executive for the 
printing industry, died May 18, 
2003. H e is survived by a 
brother. Williams belonged ro 
Pi Delta Epsilon and Alpha Psi 
Omega honor societies . 
William A. Pepe '7 4 of Baron, 
Rouge, La., died May 5, 2003. 
H e worked for Honeywell 
Corp. for more than 30 years 
as an HF technology leader in 
the special chemicals business . 
A member of T heta Chi, he is 
survived by a sister. 
Kenneth T. Kinchla '76 
(SIM) of Burlingron, Mass., 
died March 15, 2003, at age 
64. H e was the owner of 
Applied Computer Sys tems. 
Survivors include his wife, 
Joanne (Kilbane), a daughter, 
three sons, three step-daughters 
and 12 grandchildren. 
Edward 0. Desjourdy '77 
(SIM) of Boynton Beach, Fla., 
died May 31, 2003. H e leaves 
his wife, Lena (Boissonnault), 
five sons, six daughters, 31 
grandchildren and 16 great-
grandchildren. Two other ch il-
dren predeceased him. A grad-
uate of Worces ter Junior 
College, Desjourdy was a 
design engineer for Whitin 
Machine Works for 23 years. 
Clint W. Carpenter '79 died 
Nov. 25, 2002. A chemical 
researcher, he earned a Ph.D. 
from the Universiry of 
Wisconsin and worked for 
BASF Corp. in Michigan and 
in Germany. H e belonged to 
Tau Beta Pi and Phi Lambda 
Upsilon honor societies. 
Gary E. Graf '80 of Litchfield, 
N .H. , died 
Feb. 20, 
2003. H e 
leaves his 
wife of five 
years, Lori 
(Sonricker) , 
two sons and a daughter. Graf 
earned an MBA from New 
H ampshire College. His career 
in engineering included 
Sanders Lockheed-Marrin, 
Transcept Inc. and CMG 
Telecommunications. 
Transformations recently 
learned of the death of Edward 
S. Warth '81 of Lowell, Mass., 
in 1999. H e worked for Cutler 
Associates, and EUA Cogenex 
Corp. , an energy management 
and cogeneration subsidiary of 
Eas tern Utilities Associates. 
Transformations recently 
learned of the death of Lee F. 
Haas '82 in 1999 . A lawyer 
and certified public account-
ant, he served as tax counsel ro 
Shell Oil Co. in Housron. H e 
belonged ro T heta Chi. 
Scott A. Wheeler '85 of 
Waltham, Mass. , died July 30, 
2003, after a three-year battle 
with mulriple-myeloma cancer. 
H e was principal software engi-
neer for 3Com. Predeceased by 
his mother, he leaves his fa ther, 
a brother and a sister. H e 
belonged ro Tau Beta Pi and 
Era Kappa Nu. 
Andrew C. Stevens '87 (SIM) 
of West Boylsron, Mass ., died 
May 10, 2003. H e was 65. 
Stevens was purchasing manag-
er for Quabaug Corp. H e 
leaves his wife, Mary (Chrism) 
and a son. 
Transformations recently 
learned of the death of Herbert 
L. Hardy '88 (M.S.E.E.) of 
Sudbury, Mass. H e was 66. A 
graduate of MIT with a mas-
ter's degree from the Universiry 
of Bridgeport (Conn.), he 
worked for Polaroid Corp. as 
a senior principal engineer. 
Terrence H. Tirrell '90 (M.M) 
of Norfolk, Conn. , died Feb. 
26, 2003. H e was 47. A 1977 
graduate of Southern 
Connecticut State Universiry, 
he also held a master's degree 
from Wesleyan Universiry. 
Tirrell taught mathematics at 
the Gilbert School. Husband of 
Kathleen (Ryan) , he also leaves 
two daughters. 
Trevor W. Martin '00 of 
Phillipsron, Mass., died June 
16, 2003, after a lifelong battle 
with muscular dys trophy. He 
worked for Tyco Safery 
Products, as a mechanical 
design engineer in the research 
and development department. 
Survivors include his mother 
and stepfather, and his grand-
parents. He was predeceased by 
a brother. 
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Of Hardware and History 
More than iust a collection of old planes, the New England Air Museum offers a living link to the past. 
Standing beneath the bomb bay of a restored B-29 Superfomess, 
Scott Ashton '92 runs his hand over neat rows of gleaming rivets. 
He speaks with reverence of the courageous pilots who trained to fly 
this new and unproven breed of aircraft. Behind him, in a vintage 
photograph, the airmen of the 58th Bombardment Wing are posed 
beside this very plane. Their young faces are lit with confidence, as 
they prepare to master the most sophisticated and expensive weapon 
of World War II. 
jack's Hack, a Boeing TB-29A, is the latest addition to the 
New England Air Museum (NEAM) in Windsor Locks, Conn. Built 
in 1945, it was initially used for pilot training, then stationed in 
England in the 1950s as a Cold War deterrent. NEAM began 
rebuilding the plane back in the 1970s, but a 1979 tornado caused 
severe damage. With the help of donations, grants and more than 
100 volunteers, jack's Hack was completely refurbished. It was 
opened for display on June 1, 2003. 
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Ashton, who serves on the museum's board of directors, under-
stands how privileged he was to witness the dedication of NEAM's 
new B-29 Hangar and 58th Bombardment Wing Memorial. Guests 
of honor at the ceremony included surviving members of the 58th 
Bombardment Wing Association. The veterans inspected the plane 
from tip to tail, admiring the newly painted nose art and marveling 
over the details-right down to authentic 1936 ashtrays manufac-
tured by Ford Motor Co. At the close of the evening, the pilots-
now a half-century older-posed with their families in front of 
images of their youthful selves. "You could tell it was a very emo-
tional event for them," says Ashton. 
It was an earlier restoration project-his major project at WPI in 
fact-that sparked Ashton's interest in preserving the Wright brothers' 
legacy. In his senior year, he performed an airflow analysis of a 1909 
Bleriot monoplane-the first plane to cross the English Channel-
for the Collings Foundation in Stow, Mass. His WPI projects, all 
of which were flight-related, led to a career as manager of 
strategic marketing for GE's Corporate Aircraft Group. 
These days, Ashton volunteers his management skills to 
further NEAM's educational mission. His favorite events are 
"Open Cockpit days" when children are welcome to climb 
inside the planes. "Their faces light up," he says. "They start 
turning the wheel and making airplane noises. They flip the 
switches, pull on the throttle, and give a big thumbs-up." 
Ashton, who learned to fly as a teenager and is now a 
certified flight instructor, plans to pass that enthusiasm on to 
his own children and to help a new generation connect with 
the richness of the past. "We try to be more than just an air-
plane museum," he says. "There's so much more here than 
just the physical hardware: there are stories that relate back to 
the history of the nation and the birth of aviation, whether 
it's an original Silas M. Brooks balloon basket from the 1800s 
or the contributions of Charlie Company's helicopter com-
mand in Vietnam. It's great to restore the planes back to their 
original condition, but it's just as important, if not more 
important, to tell the stories of how the nation was defended, 
or how key scientific achievements came about. " 
Ashton has had ample opportunities to experience living 
history. A highlight of his WPI days was meeting design 
pioneer Elbert "Burt" Rutan, a guest speaker at Parents 
Weekend. Last year, NEAM invited Brig. Gen. Paul W 
Tibbets (captain of the Enola Gay, the B-29 that dropped 
the atomic bomb over Hiroshima) to speak about the 
"final mission." 
"To be able to sit in a room and hear those stories 
firsthand puts everything in context," he says. "It's humbling. 
It really is ." 
NEAM welcomes volunteers with a variety of skills 
and interests. For information, visit www.neam.org 
or contact Ashton at scott.ashton @ge.com. 
Announcing 
Gateway Research-
Parl< at WPI 
--
The Phase One Facility at Gateway Research Park features two linked buildings outfitted for leading-edge research and development in the biosciences 
and bioengineering. 
Gateway Research Park is the product of a unique partnership 
forged by WPI and the not-for-profit Worcester Business 
Development Corporation . With strong support from regional 
political leaders, the partners are revitalizing 11 acres of prime 
real estate adjacent to WPI and downtown Worcester in a region 
known nationally as a premier center for innovation in high 
technology and the biosciences. 
The site is close to renowned educational and research 
institutions and more than 60 life science corporations, among 
them the University of Massachusetts Medical Center, the 
Worcester Foundation for Biomedical Research , Nypro, 
AstraZenaca , and the world headquarters of the Abbott 
Bioresearch Center. 
Get In on the Ground Floor 
Gateway Research Park offers businesses and organizations 
the opportunity to locate in its Phase One Facility, a 100,000-
square-foot multi-use complex of prime office, retai l and research 
development space . The complex has been designed to support 
advanced research, development and manufacturing in the 
biosciences and bioengineering . One of its first tenants will 
be WPl 's new Bioengineering Institute . 
Phase One Facility tenants are actively being sought, including 
biotechnology, biomedical engineering , pharmaceutical and 
medical device companies, medical practices and related 
business, and retail and food service establishments . 
Close to WPI and other educational and research institutions, 
the 11-acre Gateway Research Park is adjacent to the downtown 
business district and the city's cultural district, including the 
nationally renowned Worcester Art Museum. 
For More Information 
Craig Blais 
Gateway Research Park at WPI 
339 Main Street, Suite 200 
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